Introduction {#s1}
============

Neurons releasing dopamine send widespread projections to many brain regions, including basal ganglia and cortex ([@bib6]), and substantially modulate information processing in the target areas. Dopaminergic neurons in the ventral tegmental area respond to unexpected rewards ([@bib67]), and hence it has been proposed that they encode reward prediction error, defined as the difference between obtained and expected reward ([@bib35]; [@bib56]). According to the classical reinforcement learning theory, this prediction error triggers update of the estimates of expected rewards encoded in striatum. Indeed, it has been observed that dopaminergic activity modulates synaptic plasticity in the striatum in a way predicted by the theory ([@bib62]; [@bib68]). This classical reinforcement learning theory of dopamine has been one of the greatest successes of computational neuroscience, as the predicted patterns of dopaminergic activity have been seen in diverse studies in multiple species ([@bib23]; [@bib75]; [@bib81]).

However, this classical theory does not account for the important role of dopamine in action planning. This role is evident from the difficulties in initiation of voluntary movements seen after the death of dopaminergic neurons in Parkinson's disease. This role is consistent with the diversity in the activity of dopaminergic neurons, with many of them responding to movements ([@bib13]; [@bib21]; [@bib37]; [@bib40]; [@bib48]; [@bib65]; [@bib72]). The function of dopamine in energizing movements is likely to come from the effects it has on the excitability or gain of the target neurons ([@bib47]; [@bib74]). Understanding the role of dopamine in action planning and movement initiation is important for refining treatments for Parkinson's disease, where the symptoms are caused by dopamine depletion.

A foundation for a framework accounting the role of dopamine in both learning and action planning may be provided by a theory called active inference ([@bib29]). This theory relies on an assumption that the brain attempts to minimize prediction errors defined as the differences between observed stimuli and expectations. In active inference, these prediction errors can be minimized in two ways: through learning -- by updating expectations to match stimuli, and through action -- by changing the world to match the expectations. According to the active inference theory, prediction errors may need to be minimized by actions, because the brain maintains prior expectations that are necessary for survival and so cannot be overwritten by learning, e.g. an expectation that food reserves should be at a certain level. When such predictions are not satisfied, the brain plans actions to reduce the corresponding prediction errors, for example by finding food.

This paper suggests that a more complete description of dopamine function can be gained by integrating reinforcement learning with elements of three more recent theories. First, taking inspiration from active inference, we propose that prediction errors represented by dopaminergic neurons are minimized by both learning and action planning, which gives rise to the roles of dopamine in both these processes. Second, we incorporate a recent theory of habit formation, which suggests that the habit and goal-directed systems learn on the basis of distinct prediction errors ([@bib53]), and we propose that these prediction errors are encoded by distinct populations of dopaminergic neurons, giving rise to the observed diversity of their responses. Third, we assume that the most appropriate actions are identified through Bayesian inference ([@bib69]), and present a mathematical framework describing how this inference can be physically implemented in anatomically identified networks within the basal ganglia. Since the framework extends the description of dopamine function to action planning, we refer to it as the DopAct framework. The DopAct framework accounts for a wide range of experimental data including the diversity of dopaminergic responses, the difficulties in initiation of voluntary movements under dopamine depletion, and it makes several experimentally testable predictions.

Results {#s2}
=======

To provide an intuition for the DopAct framework, we start with giving its overview. Next, we formalize the framework, and show examples of models developed within it for two tasks commonly used in experimental studies of reinforcement learning and habit formation: selection of action intensity (such as frequency of lever pressing) and choice between two actions.

Overview of the framework {#s2-1}
-------------------------

This section first gives an overview of computations taking place during action planning in the DopAct framework, and then summarizes how these computations could be implemented in neural circuits including dopaminergic neurons.

The DopAct framework includes two components contributing to planning of behaviour. The first component is a valuation system, which finds the value $v$ of reward that the animal should aim at acquiring in a given situation. A situation of an animal can be described by two classes of factors: internal factors connected with level of reserves such as food, water, etc. to which we refer as 'reserves', and external factors related to the environment, such as stimuli or locations in space, to which we refer as a 'state' following reinforcement learning terminology. The value $v$ depends on both the amount of reward available in state $s$, and the current level of reserves. For example, if animal is not hungry, the desired value is equal to $v = 0$ even if food is available. The second component of the DopAct framework is an actor, which selects an action to obtain the desired reward. This paper focusses on describing computations in the actor. Thus, for simplicity, we assume that the valuation system is able to compute the value $v$, but this paper does not describe how that computation is performed. In simulations we mostly focus on a case of low reserves, and use a simple model similar to a critic in standard reinforcement learning, which just learns the average value $v\left( s \right)$ of resource in state $s$ ([@bib71]). Extending the description of the valuation system will be an important direction for future work and we come back to it in Discussion.

The goal of the actor is to select an action to obtain the reward set by the valuation system. This action is selected through inference in a probabilistic model, which describes relationships between states, actions and rewards, which we denote by $s$, $a$ and $R$. Following reinforcement learning convention, we use $R$ to denote the total reward defined in Equation 1.1 of [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, which includes the current reward $r$, and the future reward value $v$ computed by the valuation system. The DopAct framework assumes that two systems within the actor learn distinct relationships between the variables, shown in [Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The first system, shown in orange, learns how the reward depends on the action selected in a given state, and we refer to it as 'goal-directed', because it can infer actions that typically lead to the desired reward. The second system, in blue, learns which actions should generally be chosen in a given state, and we refer to it as 'habit', because it suggests actions without considering the value of the reward currently available. Both goal-directed and habit systems propose an action, and their influence depends on their relative certainty.

![Overview of systems within the DopAct framework.\
(**A**) Probabilistic model learned by the actor. Random variables are indicated by circles, and arrows denote dependencies learned by different systems. (**B**) Schematic overview of information processing in the framework at different stages of task acquisition. (**C**) Mapping of the systems on different parts of the cortico-basal ganglia network. Circles correspond to neural populations located in the regions indicated by labels to the left, where 'Striatum' denotes medium spiny neurons expressing D1 receptors, 'GABA' denotes inhibitory neurons located in vicinity of dopaminergic neurons, and 'Reward' denotes neurons providing information on the magnitude of instantaneous reward. Arrows denote excitatory projections, while lines ending with circles denote inhibitory projections. (**D**) Schematic illustration of the mechanism of habit formation. Notation as in panel C, but additionally shading indicates the level of activity, and thickness of lines indicates the strength of synaptic connections.](elife-53262-fig1){#fig1}

[Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} gives an overview of how the systems mentioned above contribute to action planning, in a typical task. During initial trials, the valuation system (shown in red) evaluates the current state $s$ and computes the value of desired reward $v$, and the goal-directed system selects the action $a$. At this stage the habit system contributes little to the planning process as its uncertainty is high. As the training progresses, the habit system learns to mimic the choices made by the goal-directed system ([@bib53]). On later trials the action is jointly determined by the habit and goal-directed systems ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and their relative contributions depend on their levels of certainty.

The details of the above computations in the framework will be described in the next section, and it will be later shown how an algorithm inferring action can be implemented in a network resembling the anatomy of the basal ganglia. But before going through a mathematical description, let us first provide an overview of this implementation ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In this implementation, the valuation, goal-directed and habit systems are mapped on the spectrum of cortico-basal ganglia loops ([@bib1]), ranging from valuation in a loop including ventral striatum, to habit in a loop including the dorsolateral striatum that has been shown to be critical for habitual behaviour ([@bib10]). In the DopAct framework, the probability distributions learned by the actor are encoded in the strengths of synaptic connections in the corresponding loops, primarily in cortico-striatal connections. As in a standard implementation of the critic ([@bib35]), the parameters of the value function learned by the valuation system are encoded in cortico-striatal connections of the corresponding loop.

Analogous to classical reinforcement learning theory, dopaminergic neurons play a critical role in learning, and encode errors in predictions made by the systems in the DopAct framework. However, by contrast to the standard theory, dopaminergic neurons do not all encode the same signal, but instead dopaminergic populations in different systems compute errors in predictions made by their corresponding system. Since both valuation and goal-directed systems learn to predict reward, the dopaminergic neurons in these systems encode reward prediction errors (which slightly differ between these two systems, as will be illustrated in simulations presented later). By contrast, the habit system learns to predict action on the basis of a state, so its prediction error encodes how the currently chosen action differs from a habitual action in the given state. Thus these dopaminergic neurons respond to non-habitual actions in the DopAct framework. We denote the prediction errors in the valuation, goal-directed and habit systems by $\delta_{v}$, $\delta_{g}$ and $\delta_{h}$, respectively. The dopaminergic neurons send these prediction errors to the striatum, where they trigger plasticity of cortico-striatal connections.

In the DopAct framework, habits are formed through a process in which the habit system learns to mimic the goal-directed system. Unlike in a previous model of habit formation ([@bib14]), in the DopAct framework learning in the habit system is not driven by a reward prediction error, but by a signal encoding a difference between chosen and habitual actions. At the start of training, when an action is selected mostly by the goal-directed system, the dopaminergic neurons in the habit system receive an input encoding the chosen action, but the striatal neurons in the habit system are not yet able to predict this action, resulting in a prediction error encoded in dopaminergic activity (left display in [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This prediction error triggers plasticity in the striatal neurons of the habit system, so they tend to predict this action in the future (right display in [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The systems communicate through an 'ascending spiral' structure of striato-dopaminergic projections identified by [@bib33]. These Authors observed that dopaminergic neurons within a given loop project to the corresponding striatal neurons, while the striatal neurons project to the dopaminergic neurons in the corresponding and next loops, and they proposed that the projections to the next loop go via interneurons, so they are effectively excitatory ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In the DopAct framework, once the striatal neurons in the valuation system compute the value of the state $v$, they send it to the dopaminergic neurons in the goal-directed system.

In the DopAct framework, dopamine in the goal-directed system plays a role in both action planning and learning, and now an overview of this role is given. In agreement with classical reinforcement learning theory, the dopaminergic activity $\delta_{g}$ encodes reward prediction error, namely the difference between the reward $R$ (including both obtained and available reward) and the expected reward ([@bib67]), but in the DopAct framework the expectation of reward in the goal-directed system is computed on the basis of the current action plan. Therefore, this reward expectation only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it. Consequently, when a reward is available, the prediction error $\delta_{g}$ can only be reduced to zero, once a plan to obtain the reward is formulated.

To gain an intuition for how the goal-directed system operates, let us consider a simple example of a hungry rat in a standard operant conditioning experiment. Assume that the rat has been trained that after pressing a lever a food pellet is delivered ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Consider a situation in which a lever is suddenly made available to the animal. Its sight allows the valuation system to predict that reward is available, and it sends an estimated value of the reward to the goal-directed system. Such input induces a reward prediction error in the goal-directed system, because this system has received information that a reward is available, but has not yet prepared actions to obtain the reward, hence it does not expect any reward for its action. The resulting prediction error triggers a process of planning actions that can get the reward. This facilitation of planning arises in the network, because the dopaminergic neurons in the goal-directed system project to striatal neurons ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and increase their excitability. Once an appropriate action has been computed, the animal starts to expect the available reward, and the dopamine level encoding the prediction error decreases. Importantly, in this network dopamine provides a crucial feedback to striatal neurons on whether the current action plan is sufficient to obtain the available reward. If it is not, this feedback triggers changes in the action plan until it becomes appropriate. Thus the framework suggests why it is useful for the neurons encoding reward prediction error to be involved in planning, namely it suggests that this prediction error provides a useful feedback for the action planning system, informing if the plan is suitable to obtain the reward.

![Schematic illustration of changes in dopaminergic activity in the goal-directed system while a hungry rat presses a lever and a food pellet is delivered.\
(**A**) Prediction error reduced by action planning. The prediction error encoded in dopamine (bottom trace) is equal to a difference between the reward available (top trace) and the expectation of reward arising from a plan to obtain it (middle trace). (**B**) Prediction errors reduced by both action planning and learning.](elife-53262-fig2){#fig2}

It is worth explaining why the reward expectation in the goal-directed system arises already once an action is computed and before it is implemented. It happens in the DopAct framework, because the striatal neurons in the goal-directed system learn over trials to predict that particular pattern of activity of neurons encoding action in the basal ganglia (which subsequently triggers a motor response) leads to reward in the future. This mechanism is fully analogous to that in the temporal-difference learning model used to describe classical conditioning, where the reward expectation also arises already after a stimulus, because the striatal neurons learn that the pattern of cortical inputs to the basal ganglia encoding the state (i.e. the stimulus) will lead to a reward ([@bib67]). In the goal-directed system of DopAct, an analogous reward prediction is made, but not only on the basis of a state, but on the basis of a combination of state and action.

The prediction error in the goal-directed system also allows the animal to learn about the rewards resulting from actions. In the example we considered above such learning would be necessary if the amount of reward changed, for example to two pellets ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). On the first trial after such change, a prediction error will be produced after reward delivery. This prediction error can be reduced by learning, so the animal will expect such increased reward in the future trials and no longer produce prediction error at reward delivery. In summary, the prediction errors in the goal-directed system are reduced by both planning and learning, as in active inference ([@bib29]). Namely, the prediction errors arising from rewards becoming available are reduced within trials by formulating plans to obtain them, and the prediction errors due to outcomes of actions differing from expectations are reduced across trials by changing weights of synaptic connection encoding expected reward.

The next three sections will provide the details of the DopAct framework. For clarity, we will follow Marr's levels of description, and discuss computations, an algorithm, and its implementation in the basal ganglia network.

Computations during planning and learning {#s2-2}
-----------------------------------------

To illustrate the computations in the framework we will consider a simple task, in which only an intensity of a single action needs to be chosen. Such choice has to be made by animals in classical experiments investigating habit formation, where the animals are offered a single lever, and need to decide how frequently to press it. Furthermore, action intensity often needs to be chosen by animals also in the wild (e.g. a tiger deciding how vigorously pounce on a prey, a chimpanzee choosing how strongly hit a nut with a stone, or a sheep selecting how quickly eat the grass). Let us denote the action intensity by $a$. Let us assume that the animal chooses it on the basis of the reward it expects $R$ and the stimulus $s$ (e.g. the size of prey, nut or grass). Thus the animal needs to infer an action intensity sufficient to obtain the desired reward (but not larger to avoid unnecessary effort).

Let us consider the computation in the DopAct framework during action planning. During planning, the animal has not received any reward yet $r = 0$, so according to Equation 1.1, the total reward is equal to the reward available $R = v$. While planning to obtain this reward, the actor combines information from the goal-directed system (encoding how the reward depends on actions taken in given states), and the habit system (encoding the probability distribution of generally selecting actions in particular states). These two pieces information are combined according to Bayes' theorem (Equation 3.1 in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), which states that the posterior probability of selecting a particular action given available reward is proportional to the product of a likelihood of the reward given the action, which we propose is represented in the goal-directed system, and a prior, which we propose is encoded by the habit system.

![Computational level.\
(**A**) Summary of computations performed by the actor. (**B**) Sample form of probability distributions. (**C**) An example of inference of action intensity. In this example the stimulus intensity is equal to $s = 1$, the valuation system computes desired reward $R = 2$, and the parameters of the probability distributions encoded in the goal-directed and habit systems are listed in the panel. The blue curve shows the distribution of action intensity, which the habit system has learned to be generally suitable for this stimulus. The orange curve shows probability density of obtaining reward of 2 for a given action intensity, and this probability is estimated by the goal-directed system. For the chosen parameters, it is the probability of obtaining 2 from a normal distribution with mean $a$. Finally, the green curve shows a posterior distribution computed from Equation 3.1.](elife-53262-fig3){#fig3}

In the DopAct framework, an action $a$ is selected which maximizes the probability $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$. An analogous way of selecting actions has been used in models treating planning as inference ([@bib2]), and it has been nicely summarized by [@bib69] \'The decision process takes the occurrence of reward as a premise, and leverages the generative model to determine which course of action best explains the observation of reward.\' In this paper, we make explicit the rationale for this approach: The desired amount of resources that should be acquired depends on the levels of reserves (and a given state); this value is computed by the valuation system, and the actor needs to find the action depending on this reward. Let us provide a further rationale for selecting an action $a$ which maximizes $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$, by analysing what this probability expresses. Let us consider the following hypothetical scenario: An animal selected an action without considering the desired reward, that is by sampling it from its default policy $P\left( a \middle| s \right)$ provided by the habit system, and obtained reward $R$. In this case, $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$ is the probability that the selected action was $a$. When an animal knows the amount of resource desired $R$, then instead of just relying on the prior, the animal should rather choose an action maximizing $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$, which was the action most likely to yield this reward in the above scenario.

One may ask why it is useful to employ the habit system, instead of exclusively relying on the goal-directed system that encodes the relationship between rewards and actions. It is because there may be uncertainty in the action suggested by the goal-directed system, arising for example, from noise in the computations of the valuation system or inaccurate estimates of the parameters of the goal-directed system. According to Bayesian philosophy, in face of such uncertainty, it is useful to additionally bias the action by a prior, which here is provided by the habit system. This prior encodes an action policy that has overall worked in the situations previously experienced by the animal, so it is a useful policy to consider under the uncertainty in the goal-directed system.

To make the above computation more concrete, we need to specify the form of the prior and likelihood distributions. We first provide them for the example of choosing action intensity. They are given in [Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, where $f\left( {x;\mu,\Sigma} \right)$ denotes the probability density of a normal distribution with mean $\mu$ and variance $\Sigma$. In a case of the prior, we assume that action intensity is normally distributed around a mean given by stimulus intensity scaled by parameter $h$, reflecting an assumption that a typical action intensity often depends on a stimulus (e.g. the larger a nut, the harder a chimpanzee must hit it). On the other hand, in a case of the probability of reward $R$ maintained by the goal-directed system, the mean of the reward is equal to a product of action intensity and the stimulus size, scaled by parameter $q$. We assume that the mean reward depends on a product of $a$ and $s$ for three reasons. First, in many situations reward depends jointly on the size of the stimulus, and the intensity with which the action is taken, because if the action is too weak, the reward may not be obtained (e.g. a prey may escape or a nut may not crack), and the product captures this dependence of reward on a conjunction of stimulus and action. Second, in many foraging situations, the reward that can be obtained within a period of time is proportional to a product of $a$ and $s$ (e.g. the amount of grass eaten by a sheep is proportional to both how quickly the sheep eats it, and how high the grass is). Third, when the framework is generalized to multiple actions later in the paper, the assumption of reward being proportional to a product of $a$ and $s$ will highlight a link with classical reinforcement learning. We denote the variances of the distributions of the goal-directed and habit systems by $\Sigma_{g}$ and $\Sigma_{h}$. The variance $\Sigma_{g}$ quantifies to what extent the obtained rewards have differed from those predicted by the goal-directed system, while the variance $\Sigma_{h}$ describes by how much the chosen actions have differed from the habitual actions.

[Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of probability distributions encoded by the two systems for sample parameters. It also shows a posterior distribution $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$, and please note that its peak is in between the peaks of the distributions of the two systems, but it is closer to the peak of a system with smaller uncertainty (orange distribution is narrower). This illustrates how in the DopAct framework, the action is inferred by incorporating information from both systems, but weighting it by the certainty of the systems.

In addition to action planning, the animal needs to learn from the outcomes, to predict rewards more accurately in the future. After observing an outcome, the valuation system no longer predicts future reward $v = 0$, so according to Equation 1.1 the total reward is equal to the reward actually obtained $R = r$. The parameters of the distributions should be updated to increase $P\left( R \middle| s \right)$, so in the future the animal is less surprised by the reward obtained in that state ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Algorithm for planning and learning {#s2-3}
-----------------------------------

Let us describe an algorithm used by the actor to infer action intensity $a$ that maximizes the posterior probability $P\left( a \middle| {R,s} \right)$. This posterior probability could be computed from Equation 3.1, but note that $a$ does not occur in the denominator of that equation, so we can simply find the action that maximizes the numerator. Hence, we define an objective function $F$ equal to a logarithm of the numerator of Bayes' theorem (Equation 4.1 in [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Introducing the logarithm will simplify function $F$ because it will cancel with exponents present in the definition of normal density (Equation 3.3), and it does not change the position of the maximum of the numerator because the logarithm is a monotonic function. For example, the green curve in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows function $F$ corresponding to the posterior probability in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Both green curves have the maximum at the same point, so instead of searching for a maximum of a posterior probability, we can seek the maximum of a simpler function $F$.

![Algorithmic level.\
(**A**) Summary of the algorithm used by the actor. (**B**) Identifying an action based on a gradient of $F$. The panel shows an example of a dependence of $F$ on $a$, and we wish $a$ to take the value maximizing $F$. To find the action, we let $a$ to change over time in proportion to the gradient of $F$ over $a$ (Equation 4.2, where the dot over $a$ denotes derivative over time). For example, if the action is initialized to $a = 1$.5, then the gradient of $F$ at this point is positive, so $a$ is increased (**Equation 4.2**), as indicated by a green arrow on the x-axis. These changes in $a$ continue until the gradient is no longer positive, i.e. when $a$ is at the maximum. Analogously, if the action is initialized to $a = 3.5$, then the gradient of $F$ is negative, so $a$ is decreased until it reaches the maximum of $F$.](elife-53262-fig4){#fig4}

During action planning the total reward is equal to reward available, so we set $R = v$ in Equation 4.1, and we find the action maximizing $F$. This can be achieved by initializing $a$ to any value, and then changing it proportionally to the gradient of $F$ (Equation 4.2). [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that with such dynamics, the value of $a$ approaches a maximum of $F$. Once $a$ converges, the animal may select the action with the corresponding intensity. In summary, this method yields a differential equation describing an evolution of a variable $a$, which converges to a value of $a$ that maximizes $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$.

After obtaining a reward, $R$ is equal to the reward obtained, so we set $R = r$ in Equation 4.1, and the values of parameters are changed proportionally to the gradient of $F$ (Equations 4.3). Such parameter updates allow the model to be less surprised by the rewards (as aimed for in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), because under certain assumptions function $F$ expresses \'negative free energy\'. The negative free energy (for the inference problem considered in this paper) is defined as $F = {\ln{P\left( R \middle| s \right) - KL}}$, where $KL$ is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between $P\left( a \middle| R,s \right)$ and an estimate of this distribution (a detailed definition and an explanation for why $F$ given in Equation 4.1 expresses negative free energy for an analogous problem is given by [@bib7]). Importantly, since $KL \geq 0$, the negative free energy provides a lower bound on $P\left( R \middle| s \right)$ ([@bib28]). Thus changing the parameters to increase $F$, rises the lower bound on $P\left( R \middle| s \right)$, and so it tends to increase $P\left( R \middle| s \right)$.

Let us derive the details of the algorithm (general form of which is given in [Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) for the problem of choosing action intensity. Let us start with considering a special case in which both variance parameters are fixed to $\Sigma_{g} = \Sigma_{h} = 1$, because then the form of the algorithm and its mapping on the network are particularly beautiful. Substituting probability densities of likelihood and prior distributions (Equations 3.2-3.3) for the case of unit variances into Equation 4.1 (and ignoring constants $1/\sqrt{2\pi}$), we obtain the expression for the objective function $F$ in Equation 5.1 ([Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We see that $F$ consists of two terms, which are the squared prediction errors associated with goal-directed and habit systems. The prediction error for the goal-directed system describes how the reward differs from the expected mean, while the prediction error of the habit system expresses how the chosen action differs from that typically chosen in the current state (Equations 5.2). As described in the previous section, action intensity can be found by changing its value according to a gradient of $F$ (Equation 4.2). Computing the derivative of $F$ over $a$, we obtain Equation 5.3, where the two colours indicate terms connected with derivatives of the corresponding prediction errors. Finally, when the reward is obtained, we modify the parameters proportionally to the derivatives of $F$ over the parameters, which are equal to relatively simple expressions in Equations 5.4.

![Description of a model selecting action intensity, in a case of unit variances.\
(**A**) Details of the algorithm. (**B**) Mapping of the algorithm on network architecture. Notation as in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, and additionally 'Output' denotes the output nuclei of the basal ganglia. (**C**) Definition of striatal activity in the goal-directed system.](elife-53262-fig5){#fig5}

[Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the key feature of the DopAct framework, that both action planning and learning can be described by the same process. Namely in both planning and learning, certain variables (the action intensity and synaptic weights, respectively) are changed to maximize the same function $F$ (Equations 5.3 and 5.4). Since $F$ is a negative of the sum of prediction errors (Equation 5.1), both action planning and learning are aimed at reducing prediction errors.

Network selecting action intensity {#s2-4}
----------------------------------

The key elements of the algorithm in [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} naturally map on the known anatomy of striato-dopaminergic connections. This mapping relies on three assumptions analogous to those typically made in models of the basal ganglia: (i) the information about state $s$ is provided to the striatum by cortical input, (ii) the parameters of the systems $q$ and $h$ are encoded in the cortico-striatal weights, and (iii) the computed action intensity is represented in the thalamus ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Under these assumptions, Equation 5.3 describing an update of action intensity can be mapped on the circuit: The action intensity in the model is jointly determined by the striatal neurons in the goal-directed and habit systems, which compute the corresponding terms of Equation 5.3, and communicate them by projecting to the thalamus via the output nuclei of the basal ganglia. The first term $\delta_{g}qs$ can be provided by striatal neurons in the goal-directed system (denoted by $G$ in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}): They receive cortical input encoding stimulus intensity $s$, which is scaled by cortico-striatal weights encoding parameter $q$, so these neurons receive synaptic input $qs.$ To compute $\delta_{g}qs$, the gain of the striatal neurons in the goal-directed system needs to be modulated by dopaminergic neurons encoding prediction error $\delta_{g}$ (this modulation is represented in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} by an arrow from dopaminergic to striatal neurons). Hence, these dopaminergic neurons drive an increase in action intensity until the prediction error they represent is reduced (as discussed in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The second term $hs$ in Equation 5.3 can be computed by a population of neurons in the habit system receiving cortical input via connection with the weight $h$. Finally, the last term $- a$ simply corresponds to a decay.

In the DopAct framework, dopaminergic neurons within each system compute errors in the predictions about the corresponding variable, i.e. reward for the goal-directed system, and action for the habit system. Importantly, in the network on [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} this computation can be performed locally, i.e. the dopaminergic neurons receive inputs encoding all quantities necessary to compute their corresponding errors. In the habit system, the prediction error is equal to a difference between action $a$ and expectation $hs$ (blue Equation 5.2). Such error can be easily computed in a network of [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, where the dopaminergic neurons in the habit system receive effective input form the output nuclei equal to $a$ (as they receive inhibition equal to $- a$), and inhibition $hs$ from the striatal neurons. In the goal-directed system, the expression for prediction error is more complex (orange Equation 5.2), but importantly, all terms occurring in the equation could be provided to dopaminergic neurons in the goal-directed system via connections shown in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} ($qs$ could be provided by the striatum, while $a$ thorough an input from the output nuclei which have been reported to project to dopaminergic neurons \[[@bib78]\]).

Once the actual reward is obtained, changing parameters proportionally to prediction errors (Equations 5.4) can arise due to dopaminergic modulation of the plasticity of cortico-striatal connections (represented in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} by arrows going from dopamine neurons to parameters). With such a modulation, learning could be achieved through local synaptic plasticity: The update of a weight encoding parameter $h$ (blue Equation 5.4) is simply proportional to the product of presynaptic ($s$) and dopaminergic activity ($\delta_{h}$). In the goal-directed system, orange Equation 5.4 corresponds to local plasticity, if at the time of reward the striatal neurons encode information about action intensity (see definition of $G$ in [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Such information could be provided from the thalamus during action execution. Then the update of synaptic weight encoding parameter $q$ will correspond to a standard three-factor rule ([@bib46]) involving a product of presynaptic ($s$), postsynaptic ($a$) and dopaminergic activity ($\delta_{g}$).

The model can be extended so that the parameters $\Sigma_{g}$ and $\Sigma_{h}$ describing variances of distributions are encoded in synaptic connections or internal properties of the neurons (e.g. leak conductance). In such an extended model, the action proposals of the two systems are weighted according to their certainties. [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the general description of the algorithms which is analogous to that in [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The action intensity is driven by both goal-directed and habit systems, but now their contributions are normalised by the variance parameters. For the habit system this normalization is stated explicitly in Equation 6.2, while for the goal-directed system it comes from a normalization of prediction error by variance in orange Equation 6.3 (it is not necessary to normalize habit prediction error by variance because the contribution of the habit system is already normalized in Equation 6.2).

![Description of a model selecting action intensity.\
(**A**) Details of the algorithm. The update rules for the variance parameters can be obtained by computing derivatives of $F$, giving $\delta_{g}^{2} - {1/\Sigma_{g}}$ and ${\delta_{h}^{2}/\Sigma_{h}^{2}} - {1/\Sigma_{h}},$ but to simplify these expressions, we scale them by $\Sigma_{g}^{2}$ and $\Sigma_{h}^{2}$, resulting in Equations 6.5. Such scaling does not change the value to which the variance parameters converge because $\Sigma_{g}^{2}$ and $\Sigma_{h}^{2}$ are positive. (**B**) Mapping of the algorithm on network architecture. Notation as in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. This network is very similar to that shown in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, but now the projection to output nuclei from the habit system is weighted by its precision $1/\Sigma_{h}$ (to reflect the weighting factor in Equation 6.2), and also the rate of decay (or relaxation to baseline) in the output nuclei needs to depend on $\Sigma_{h}$. One way to ensure that the prediction error in goal-directed system is scaled by $\Sigma_{g}$ is to encode $\Sigma_{g}$ in the rate of decay or leak of these prediction error neurons ([@bib7]). Such decay is included as the last term in orange Equation 6.7 describing the dynamics of prediction error neurons. Prediction error evolving according to this equation converges to the value in orange Equation 6.3 (the value in equilibrium can be found by setting the left hand side of orange Equation 6.7 to 0, and solving for $\delta_{g}$). In Equation 6.7, total reward $R$ was replaced according to Equation 1.1 by the sum of instantaneous reward $r$, and available reward $v$ computed by the valuation system. (**C**) Dynamics of the model.](elife-53262-fig6){#fig6}

There are several ways of including the variance parameters in the network, and one of them is illustrated in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} (see caption for details). The updates of the variance parameters (Equations 6.5) only depend on the corresponding prediction errors and the variance parameters themselves, so they could be implemented with local plasticity, if the neurons encoding variance parameters received corresponding prediction errors. [Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} provides a complete description of the dynamics of the simulated model. It parallels that in [Figure 6B](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, but now explicitly includes time constants for update of neural activity ($\tau$, $\tau_{\delta}$), and learning rates for synaptic weights ($\alpha$ with corresponding indices).

As described in the Materials and methods, a simple model of the valuation system based on standard temporal-difference learning was employed in simulations (because the simulations corresponded to a case of low level of animal's reserves). Striatal neurons in the valuation system compute the reward expected in a current state on the basis of parameters $w_{t}$ denoting estimates of reward at time $t$ after a stimulus, and following standard reinforcement learning we assume that these parameters are encoded in cortico-striatal weights. The dopaminergic neurons in the valuation system encode the prediction error similar to that in the temporal-difference learning model, and after reward delivery, they modulate plasticity of cortico-striatal connections. The Method section also provides details of the implementation and simulations of the model.

Simulations of action intensity selection {#s2-5}
-----------------------------------------

To illustrate how the model mechanistically operates and to help relate it to experimental data, we now describe a simulation of the model inferring action intensity. On each simulated trial the model selected action intensity, after observing a stimulus, which was set to $s = 1$. The reward obtained depended on action intensity as shown in [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, according to $r = {{5\tanh}\left( {3a/5} \right)} - a$. Thus, the reward was proportional to the action intensity, transformed through a saturating function, and a cost was subtracted proportional to the action intensity, that could correspond to a price for making an effort. We also added Gaussian noise to reward (with standard deviation $\sigma_{r} = 0.5$) to account for randomness in the environment, and to action intensity to account for imprecision of the motor system or exploration.

![Simulation of a model selecting action intensity.\
(**A**) Mean reward given to a simulated agent as a function of action intensity. (**B**) Changes in variables encoded by the valuation system in different stages of task acquisition. (**C**) Changes in variables encoded by the actor. (**D**) Changes in model parameters across trials. The green curve in the right display shows the action intensity at the end of a planning phase of each trial. (**E**) Action intensity inferred by the model after simulated blocking of dopaminergic neurons.](elife-53262-fig7){#fig7}

[Figure 7AB](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows how the quantities encoded in the valuation system changed throughout the learning process. The pattern of prediction errors in this figure is very similar to that expected from the temporal difference model, as the valuation system was based on that model. The stimulus was presented at time $t = 1$. On the first trial (left display) the simulated animal received a positive reward at time $t = 2$ (dashed black curve) due to stochastic nature of the rewards in the simulation. As initially the expectation of reward was low (dashed red curve), the reward triggered a substantial prediction error (solid red curve). The middle and right plots show the same quantities after learning. Now the prediction error was produced after the presentation of the stimulus, because after seeing the stimulus a simulated animal expected more reward than before the stimulus. In the middle display the reward received at time $t = 2$ was very close to the expectation, so the prediction error at the time of the reward was close to 0. In the right display the reward happened to be lower than usual (due to noise in the reward), which resulted in a negative prediction error. Note that the pattern of prediction errors in the valuation system in [Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} resembles the famous figure showing the activity of dopaminergic neurons during conditioning ([@bib67]).

[Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows the prediction errors in the actor and action intensity on the same trials that were visualised in [Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Prediction errors in the goal-directed system follow a similar pattern as in the valuation system in the left and middle displays in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, that is before the behaviour becomes habitual. The middle display in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows simulated neural activity that was schematically illustrated in [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: As the valuation system detected that a reward was available (see panel above), it initially resulted in a prediction error in the goal-directed system, visible as an increase in the orange curve. This prediction error triggered a process of action planning, so with time the green curve representing planned action intensity increased. Once the action plan has been formulated, it provided a reward expectation, so the orange prediction error decreased. When an action became habitual after extensive training (right display in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the prediction error in the goal-directed system started to qualitatively differ from that in the valuation system. At this stage of training, the action was rapidly computed by the habit system, and the goal-directed system was too slow to lead action planning, so the orange prediction error was lower. This illustrates that in the DopAct framework reward expectations in the goal-directed system can arise even if an action is computed by the habit system.

The prediction error in the habit system follows a very different pattern than in other systems. Before an action became habitual, the prediction errors in the habit system arose after the action has been computed (middle display in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Since the habit system has not formed significant habits on early trials, it was surprised by the action, and this high value of blue prediction error drove its learning over trials. Once the habit system was highly trained (right display in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}) it rapidly drove action planning, so the green curve showing planned action intensity increased more rapidly. Nevertheless, due to the dynamics in the model, the increase in action intensity was not instant, so there was a transient negative prediction error in the habit system while an action was not yet equal to the intensity predicted by the habit system. The prediction error in the habit system at the time of action execution depended on how the chosen action differed from a habitual one, rather than on the received reward (e.g. in the right display in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, $\delta_{h} > 0$ because the executed action was stronger than the planned one due to motor noise, despite reward being lower than expected).

[Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows how the parameters in the model evolved over the trials in the simulation. The left display shows changes in the parameters of the three systems. A parameter of the valuation system correctly converged to the maximum value of the reward available in the task $w_{1} \approx 2$ (i.e. the maximum of the curve in [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The parameter of the habit system correctly converged to $h \approx 2$, i.e. typical action intensity chosen over trials (shown by a green curve in the right display of [Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The parameter of the goal-directed system converged to a vicinity of $q \approx 1$, which allows the goal-directed system to expect the reward of 2 after selecting an action with intensity 2 (according to orange Equation 3.2 the reward expected by the goal-directed system is equal to $aqs \approx 2 \times 1 \times 1 = 2$). The right display in [Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows how the variance parameters in the goal-directed and habit systems changed during the simulation. The variance of the habit system was initialised to a high value, and it decreased over time, resulting in an increased certainty of the habit system.

Dopaminergic neurons in the model are only required to facilitate planning in the goal-directed system, where they increase excitability of striatal neurons, but not in the habit system. To illustrate it, [Figure 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} shows simulations of a complete dopamine depletion in the model. It shows action intensity produced by the model in which following training, all dopaminergic neurons were set to 0. After 119 trials of training, on the 120th trial, the model was unable to plan an action. By contrast, after 359 training trials (when the uncertainty of the habit system has decreased -- see the blue curve in right display of [Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), the model was still able to produce a habitual response, because dopaminergic neurons are not required for generating habitual responses in the model. This parallels the experimentally observed robustness of habitual responses to blocking dopaminergic modulation ([@bib11]).

Simulations of effects observed in conditioning experiments {#s2-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------

This section shows that the model is able to reproduce two key patterns of behaviour that are thought to arise from interactions between different learning systems, namely the resistance of habitual responses to reward devaluation ([@bib18]), and Pavlovian-instrumental transfer ([@bib24]).

In experiments investigating devaluation, animals are trained to press a level (typically multiple times) for reward, for example food. Following this training the reward is devalued in a subgroup of animals, e.g. the animals in the devaluation group are fed to satiety, so they no longer desire the reward. Top displays in [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} replot experimental data from one such study ([@bib19]). The displays show the average number of lever presses made by trained animals during a testing period in which no reward was given for lever pressing. The dashed and solid curves correspond to devaluation and control groups, and the two displays correspond to groups of animals trained for different periods, that is trained until they received 120 or 360 rewards respectively. [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} illustrates two key effects. First, all animals eventually reduced lever pressing with time, thus demonstrating extinction of the previously learned responses. Second, the effect of devaluation on initial testing trials depended on the amount of training. In particular, in the case of animals that received moderate amount of training (top left display) the number of responses in the first bin was much lower for the devaluation group than control group. By contrast, highly trained animals (top right display) produced more similar numbers of responses in the first bin irrespective of devaluation. Such production of actions despite their consequence being no longer desired is considered as a hallmark of habit formation.

![Comparison of experimentally observed lever pressing (top displays) and action intensity produced by the model (bottom displays).\
(**A**) Devaluation paradigm. Top displays replot data represented by open shapes in Figure 1 in a paper by [@bib19]. Bottom displays show the average action intensity produced by the model across bins of 30 trials of the testing period. Simulations were repeated 10 times, and error bars indicate standard deviation across simulations. (**B**) Pavlovian-instrumental transfer. Top display replots the data represented by solid line in Figure 1 in a paper by [@bib24]. Bottom displays show the average action intensity produced by the model across bins of 10 trials of the testing period. Simulations were repeated 10 times, and error bars indicate standard error across simulations.](elife-53262-fig8){#fig8}

The model can also produce insensitivity to devaluation with extensive training. Although the experimental tasks involving pressing levers multiple times is not identical to choosing intensity of a single action, such tasks could be conceptualized as a choice of the frequency of pressing a lever, that could also be described by a single number $a$. Furthermore, the average reward rate experienced by an animal in paradigms typically used in studies of habit formation (variable interval schedules that will be explained in Discussion) may correspond to a non-monotonic function similar to that in [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, because in these paradigms the reward per unit of time increases with frequency of lever press only to a certain point, but beyond certain frequency, there is no benefit of pressing faster.

To simulate the experiment described above, the model was trained either for 120 trials (bottom left display in [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}) or 360 trials (bottom right display). During the training the reward depended on action as in [Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Following this training, the model was tested on 180 trials on which reward was not delivered, so in simulations $r = - a$ reflecting just a cost connected with making an effort. To simulate devaluation, the expectation of reward was set to 0.

Bottom displays in [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} show the average action intensity produced by the model, and they reproduce qualitatively the key two effects in the top displays. First, the action intensity decreased with time, because the valuation and goal-directed systems learned that the reward was no longer available. Second, the action intensity just after devaluation was higher in the highly trained group (bottom right display) than in moderately trained group (bottom left display). This effect was produced by the model because after 360 trials of training the variance $\Sigma_{h}$ in the habit system was much lower than after 120 trials (right display in [Figure 7D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), so after the extended training, the action intensity was to a larger extent determined by the habit system, which was not affected by devaluation.

The model can be easily extended to capture the phenomenon of Pavlovian-instrumental transfer. This phenomenon was observed in an experiment that consisted of three stages ([@bib24]). First, animals were trained to press a lever to obtain a reward. Second, the animals were placed in a cage without levers, and trained that a conditioned stimulus predicted the reward. Third, the animals were placed back to a conditioning apparatus, but no reward was given for lever pressing. Top display in [Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the numbers of responses in that third stage, and as expected they gradually decreased as animals learned that no reward was available. Importantly, in the third and fifth intervals of this testing phase the conditioned stimulus was shown (highlighted with pink background in [Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), and then the lever pressing increased. Thus the learned association between the conditioned stimulus and reward influenced the intensity of actions produced in the presence of the stimulus.

The bottom display of [Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the action intensity produced by the model in simulations of the above paradigm. As described in Materials and methods, the valuation system learned the rewards associated with two states: presence of a lever, and the conditioned stimulus. During the first stage (operant conditioning), the reward expectation computed by the valuation system drove action planning, while in the second stage (classical conditioning), no action was available, so the valuation system generated predictions for the reward without triggering action planning. In the third stage (testing), on the highlighted intervals on which the conditioned stimulus was present, the expected reward $v$ was increased, because it was a sum of rewards associated with both states. Consequently, the actor computed that a higher action intensity was required to obtain a bigger reward, because the goal-directed system assumes that the action intensity is proportional to the mean reward (orange Equation 3.2). In summary, the model explains the Pavlovian-instrumental transfer by proposing that the presence of the conditioned stimulus increases the reward expected by the valuation system, which results in actor selecting higher action intensity to obtain this anticipated reward.

Extending the model to choice between two actions {#s2-7}
-------------------------------------------------

This section shows how models developed within the DopAct framework can also describe more complex tasks with multiple actions and multiple dimensions of state. We consider a task involving choice between two options, often used in experimental studies, as it allows illustrating the generalization, and at the same time results in a relatively simple model. This section will also show that the models developed in the framework can under certain assumptions be closely related to previously proposed models of reinforcement learning and habit formation.

To make dimensionality of all variables and parameters explicit, we will denote vectors with a bar and matrices with a bold font. Thus $\overset{-}{s}$ is a vector where different entries correspond to intensities of different stimuli in an environment, and $\overset{-}{a}$ is a vector where different entries correspond to intensities of different actions. The model is set up such that only one action can be chosen, so following a decision, $a_{i} = 1$ for the chosen action $i$, while for other actions $a_{j \neq i} = 0$. Thus symbol $\overset{-}{a}$ still denotes action intensity, but the intensity of an action only takes binary values once an action has been chosen.

Equation 9.1 in [Figure 9A](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows how the definitions of the probability distributions encoded by the goal-directed and habit systems can be generalized to multiple dimensions. Orange Equation 9.1 states that the reward expected by the goal-directed system has mean ${\overset{-}{a}}^{T}\mathbf{Q}\overset{-}{s}$, where $\mathbf{Q}$ is now a matrix of parameters. This notation highlights the link with the standard reinforcement learning, where the expected reward for selecting action $i$ in state $j$ is denoted by $Q_{i,j}$: Note that if $\overset{-}{a}$ and $\overset{-}{s}$ are both binary vectors with entries $i$ and $j$ equal to 1 in the corresponding vectors, and all other entries equal to 0, then ${\overset{-}{a}}^{T}\mathbf{Q}\overset{-}{s}$ is equal to the element $Q_{i,j}$ of matrix $\mathbf{Q}$.

![Description of the model of choice between two actions.\
(**A**) Probability distributions assumed in the model. (**B**) Details of the algorithm. (**C**) Approximation of the algorithm. In blue Equation 9.10, \* indicates that the parameters are updated for all actions.](elife-53262-fig9){#fig9}

In the model, the prior probability is proportional to a product of three distributions. The first of them is encoded by the habit system and given in blue Equation 9.1. The expected action intensity encoded in the habit system has mean $\mathbf{H}\overset{-}{s}$, and this notation highlights the analogy with a recent model of habit formation ([@bib53]) where a tendency to select action $i$ in state $j$ is also denoted by $H_{i,j}$. Additionally, we introduce another prior given in Equation 9.2, which ensures that only one action has intensity significantly deviating from 0. Furthermore, to link the framework with classical reinforcement learning, we enforce a third condition ensuring that action intensity remains between 0 and 1 (Equation 9.3). These additional priors will often result in one entry of $\overset{-}{a}$ converging to 1, while all other entries decaying towards 0 due to competition. Since in our simulations we also use a binary state vector, the reward expected by the goal-directed system will often be equal to $Q_{i,j}$ as in the classical reinforcement learning (see paragraph above).

Let us now derive equations describing inference and learning for the above probabilistic model. Substituting probability densities from Equations 9.1 and 9.2 into the objective function of Equation 4.1, we obtain Equation 9.4 in [Figure 9B](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. To ensure that action intensity remained between 0 and 1 (Equation 9.3), $a_{i}$ was set to one of these values if it exceeded the range during numerical integration.

To obtain the equations describing action planning or learning, we need to compute derivatives of $F$ over vectors or matrices. The rules for computing such derivatives are natural generalizations of the standard rules and they can be found in a tutorial paper ([@bib7]). During planning, the action intensity should change proportionally to a gradient of $F$, which is given in Equation 9.5, where the prediction errors are defined in Equations 9.6. These equations have an analogous form to those in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, but are generalized to matrices. The only additional element is the last term in Equation 9.5, which ensures competition between different actions, i.e. $a_{1}$ will be decreased proportionally to $a_{2}$, and vice versa. During learning, the parameters need to be updated proportionally to the corresponding gradients of $F$, which are given in Equations 9.7 and 9.8. Again, these equations are fully analogous to those in [Figure 6A](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

Both action selection and learning in the above model share similarities with standard models of reinforcement learning and a recent model of habit formation ([@bib53]). To see which action is most likely to be selected in the model, it is useful to consider the evolution of action intensity at the start of a trial, when $a_{i} \approx 0$, because the action with a largest initial input is likely to win the competition and be selected. Substituting orange Equation 9.6 into Equation 9.5 and setting $a_{i} = 0$, we obtain Equation 9.9 in [Figure 9C](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}. This equation suggests that probabilities of selecting actions depend on a sum of inputs form the goal-directed and habit systems weighted by their certainty, analogously as in a model by [@bib53]. There are also similarities in the update rules: if only single elements of vectors $\overset{-}{a}$ and $\overset{-}{s}$ have non-zero values $a_{i} = 1$ and $s_{j} = 1$, then substituting Equations 9.6 into 9.7 and ignoring constants gives Equations 9.10. These equations suggest that the parameter $Q_{i,j}$ describing expected reward for action $i$ in state $j$ is modified proportionally to a reward prediction error, as in classical reinforcement learning. Additionally, for every action and current state $j$ the parameter describing a tendency to take this action is modified proportionally to a prediction error equal to a difference between the intensity of this action and the intensity expected by the habit system, as in a model of habit formation ([@bib53]).

The similarity of a model developed in the DopAct framework to classical reinforcement learning, which has been designed to maximize resources, highlights that the model also tends to maximize resources, when animal's reserves are sufficiently low. But the framework is additionally adaptive to the levels of reserves: If the reserves were at the desired level, then $R = 0$ during action planning, so according to Equation 9.9, the goal-directed system would not suggest any action.

Let us now consider how the inference and learning can be implemented in a generalized version of the network described previously, which is shown in [Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}. In this network, striatum, output nuclei and thalamus include neural populations selective for the two alternative actions (shown in vivid and pale colours in [Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), as in standard models of action selection in the basal ganglia ([@bib8]; [@bib27]; [@bib32]). We assume that the connections between these nuclei are within the populations selective for a given action, as in previous models ([@bib8]; [@bib27]; [@bib32]). Additionally, we assume that sensory cortex includes neurons selective for different states (shown in black and grey in [Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}), and the parameters $Q_{i,j}$ and $H_{i,j}$ are encoded in cortico-striatal connections. Then, the orange and blue terms in Equation 9.5 can be computed by the striatal neurons in goal-directed and habit systems in exactly analogous way as in the network inferring action intensity, and these terms can be integrated in the output nuclei and thalamus. The last term in Equation 9.5 corresponds to mutual inhibition between the populations selective for the two actions, and such inhibition could be provided by inhibitory projections that are presents in many different regions of this circuit, e.g. by co-lateral projections of striatal neurons ([@bib60]) or via a subthalamic nucleus, which has been proposed to play role in inhibiting non-selected actions ([@bib8]; [@bib27]; [@bib32]).

![Implementation of the model of choice between two actions.\
(**A**) Mapping of the algorithm on network architecture. Notation as in [Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. (**B**) An approximation of learning in the habit system.](elife-53262-fig10){#fig10}

The prediction error in the goal-directed system (orange Equation 9.6) could be computed locally, because the orange dopaminergic neurons in [Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"} receive inputs encoding all terms in the equation. During learning, the prediction error in the goal-directed system modulates plasticity of the corresponding cortico-striatal connections according to orange Equation 9.7, which describes a standard tri-factor Hebbian rule (if following movement the striatal neurons encode chosen action, as assumed in [Figure 5C](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

The prediction error in the habit system (blue Equation 9.6) is a vector, so computing it explicitly would also require multiple populations of dopaminergic neurons in the habit system selective for available actions, but different dopaminergic neurons in the real brain may not be selective for different actions ([@bib13]). Nevertheless, learning in the habit system can be approximated with a single dopaminergic population, because the prediction error ${\overset{-}{\delta}}_{h}$ has a characteristic structure with large redundancy. Namely, if only one entry in the vectors $\overset{-}{a}$ and $\overset{-}{s}$ is equal to 1 and other entries to 0, then only one entry in ${\overset{-}{\delta}}_{h}$ corresponding to the chosen action is positive, while all other entries are negative (because parameters $H_{i,j}$ stay in a range between 0 and 1 when initialized within this range and updated according to blue Equation 9.7). Hence, we simulated an approximate model just encoding the prediction error for the chosen action (Equation 10.1). With such a single modulatory signal, the learning rules for striatal neurons in the habit system have to be adjusted so the plasticity has opposite directions for the neurons selective for the chosen and the other actions. Such modified rule is given in Equation 10.2 and corresponds to tri-factor Hebbian learning (if striatal neurons in the habit system have activity proportional to $\overset{-}{a}$ during learning, as we assumed for the goal-directed system). Thanks to this approximation, the prediction error and plasticity in the habit system take a form that is more analogous to that in the goal-directed system. When the prediction error in the habit system is a scalar, the learning rule for the variance parameter (blue Equation 9.8) becomes the same as in the model in the previous section (cf. blue Equation 6.5). Materials and method section provides the description of the valuation system in this model, and describes details of the simulations.

Simulations of choice between two actions {#s2-8}
-----------------------------------------

To illustrate predictions made by the model, we simulated it in a probabilistic reversal task. On each trial, the model was \'presented\' with one of two \'stimuli\', that is one randomly chosen entry of vector $\overset{-}{s}$ was set to 1, while the other entry was set to 0. On the initial 150 trials, the correct response was to select action 1 for stimulus 1 and action 2 for stimulus 2, while on the subsequent trials, the correct responses were reversed. The mean reward was equal to 1 for a correct response and 0 for an error. In each case, a Gaussian noise (with standard deviation $\sigma_{r} = 0.5$) was added to the reward.

[Figure 11A](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows changes in action intensity and inputs from goal-directed and habit systems as a function of time during planning on different trials within a simulation. On an early trial (left display) the changes in action intensity were primarily driven by the goal-directed system. The intensity of the correct action converged to 1, while it stayed at 0 for the incorrect one. After substantial training (middle display), the changes in action intensity were primarily driven by the faster habit system. Following a reversal (right display) one can observe a competition between the two systems: Although the goal-directed system had already learned the new contingency (solid orange curve), the habit system still provided larger input to the incorrect action node (dashed blue curve). Since the habit system was faster, the incorrect action had higher intensity initially, and only with time, the correct action node received input from the goal-directed system, and inhibited the incorrect one.

![Simulation of the model of choice between two actions.\
(**A**) Changes in action intensity and inputs from the goal-directed and habit systems, defined below Equation 9.9. Solid lines correspond to a correct action and dashed lines to an error. Thus selecting action 1 for stimulus 1 (or action 2 for stimulus 2) corresponds to solid lines before reversal (left and middle displays) and to dashed lines after reversal (right display). (**B**) Changes in model parameters across trials. Dashed black lines indicate a reversal trial. (**C**) Maximum values of prediction errors during action planning on each simulated trial.](elife-53262-fig11){#fig11}

[Figure 11B](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows how parameters in the model changed over trials. Left display illustrates changes in sample cortico-striatal weights in the three systems. The valuation system rapidly learned the reward available, but after reversal this estimate decreased, as the model persevered in choosing the incorrect option. Once the model discovered the new rule, the estimated value of the stimulus increased. The goal-directed system learned that selecting the first action after the first stimulus gave higher rewards before reversal, but not after. The changes in the parameters of the habit system followed those in the goal-directed system. The right display shows that the variance estimated by the habit system initially decreased, but then increased several trials after the reversal, when the goal-directed system discovered the new contingency, and thus the selected actions differed from the habitual ones. [Figure 11C](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} shows an analogous pattern in dopaminergic activity, where the neurons in the habit system signalled higher prediction errors following a reversal. This pattern of prediction errors is unique to the habit system, as the prediction errors in the goal-directed system (orange curve) fluctuated throughout the simulation following the fluctuations in reward. The increase in dopaminergic activity in the habit system following a reversal is a key experimental prediction of the model, to which we will come back in Discussion.

Let us consider the mechanisms of reversal in the model. Since the prediction errors in the habit system do not directly depend on rewards, the habit system would not perform reversal on its own, and the goal-directed system is necessary to initiate the reversal. This feature is visible in simulations, where just after the reversal the agent was still selecting the same actions as before, so the habits were still being strengthen rather weakened (the blue curve in left display of [Figure 11B](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} still increased for \~20 trials after the reversal). When the goal-directed system learned that the previously selected actions were no longer rewarded, the tendency to select them decreased, and other actions had higher chances of being selected due to noise (although the amount of noise added to the choice process was constant, there was a higher chance for noise to affect behaviour, because the old actions were now suggested only by the habit rather than both systems). Once the goal-directed system found that the actions selected according to new contingency gave rewards, the probability of selecting action according to the old contingency decreased, and only then the habit system slowly unlearned the old habit.

It is worth adding that the reversal was made harder by the fact that a sudden change in reward increased the uncertainty of the goal-directed system (the orange curve in the right display of [Figure 11B](#fig11){ref-type="fig"} increased after reversal), which actually weakened the control by that system. Nevertheless, this increase of uncertainty was brief, because the goal-directed system quickly learned to predict rewards in the new contingency and regained its influence on choices.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this paper, we proposed how an action can be identified through Bayesian inference, where the habit system provides a prior and the goal-directed system represents reward likelihood. Within the DopAct framework, the goal-directed and habit systems may not be viewed as fundamentally different systems, but rather as analogous segments of neural machinery performing inference in a hierarchical probabilistic model ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which correspond to different levels of hierarchy.

In this section, we discuss the relationship of the framework to other theories and experimental data, mechanisms of habit formation, and suggest experimental predictions and directions for future work.

Relationship to other theories {#s3-1}
------------------------------

The DopAct framework combines elements from four theories: reinforcement learning, active inference, habit formation, and planning as inference. For each of the theories we summarize key similarities, and highlight the ways in which the DopAct framework extends them.

As in classical reinforcement learning ([@bib35]; [@bib56]), in the DopAct framework the dopaminergic neurons in the valuation and goal-directed systems encode reward prediction errors, and these prediction errors drive learning to improve future choices. However, the key conceptual difference of the DopAct framework is that it assumes that animals aim to achieve a desired level of reserves ([@bib9]; [@bib38]; [@bib70]), rather than always maximize acquiring resources. It has been proposed that when a physiological state is considered, the reward an animal aims to maximize can be defined as a reduction of distance between the current and desired levels of reserves ([@bib42]; [@bib44]). Under this definition, a resource is equal to such subjective reward only if consuming it would not bring the animal beyond its optimal reserve level. When an animal is close to the desired level, acquiring a resource may even move the animal further from the desired level, resulting in a negative subjective reward. As the standard reinforcement learning algorithms do not consider physiological state, they do not always maximize the subjective reward defined in this way. By contrast, the DopAct framework offers flexibility to stop acquiring resources, when the reserves reach the desired level.

The DopAct framework relies on a key high-level principle from the active inference theory ([@bib29]) that the prediction errors can be minimized by both learning and action planning. Furthermore, the network implementations of the proposed models share a similarity with predictive coding networks that the neurons encoding prediction errors affect both the plasticity and the activity of its target neurons ([@bib28]; [@bib61]). A novel contribution of this paper is to show how these principles can be realized in anatomically identified networks in the brain.

The DopAct framework shares a feature of a recent model of habit formation ([@bib53]) that learning in the habit system is driven by prediction errors that do not depend on reward, but rather encode the difference between the chosen and habitual actions. The key new contribution of this paper is to propose how such learning can be implemented in the basal ganglia circuit including multiple populations of dopaminergic neurons encoding different prediction errors.

Similarly as in the model describing goal-directed decision making as probabilistic inference ([@bib69]), the actions selected in the DopAct framework maximize a posterior probability of action given the reward. The new contribution of this paper is making explicit the rationale for why such probabilistic inference is the right thing for the brain to do: The resource that should be acquired in a given state depends on the level of reserves, so the inferred action should depend on the reward required to restore the reserves. We also proposed a detailed implementation of the probabilistic inference in the basal ganglia circuit.

It is useful to discuss the relationship of the DopAct framework to several other theories. The tonic level of dopamine has been proposed to determine the vigour of movements ([@bib57]). In our model selecting action intensity, the dopaminergic signals in the valuation and goal-directed systems indeed influence the resulting intensity of movement, but in the DopAct framework, it is the phasic rather than tonic dopamine that determines the vigour, in agreement with recent data ([@bib13]). It has been also proposed that dopamine encodes incentive salience of the available rewards ([@bib5]; [@bib51]). Such encoding is present in the DopAct framework, where the prediction error in the goal-directed system depends on whether the available resource is desired by an animal.

Relationship to experimental data {#s3-2}
---------------------------------

To relate the DopAct framework to experimental data, we need to assume a particular mapping of different systems on anatomically defined brain regions. Thus we assume that the striatal neurons in valuation, goal-directed, and habit systems can be approximately mapped on ventral, dorsomedial, and dorsolateral striatum. This mapping is consistent with the pattern of neural activity in the striatum, which shifts from encoding reward expectation to movement as one progresses from ventral to dorsolateral striatum ([@bib10]), and with increased activity in dorsolateral striatum during habitual movements ([@bib76]). This mapping is also consistent with the observation that deactivation of dorsomedial striatum impairs learning which action leads to larger rewards ([@bib80]), while lesion of dorsolateral striatum prevents habit formation ([@bib79]). Furthermore, we will assume that dopaminergic neurons in valuation, goal-directed, and habit systems can be mapped on a spectrum of dopaminergic neurons ranging from ventral tegmental area (VTA) to substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc). VTA is connected with striatal regions we mapped on the valuation system, while SNc with those mapped on the habit system ([@bib33]), so we assume that $\delta_{v}$ and $\delta_{h}$ are represented in VTA and SNc respectively. Such mapping in consistent with lesions to SNc preventing habit formation ([@bib25]). The mapping of the dopaminergic neurons from the goal-directed system is less clear, so let us assume that these neurons may be present in both areas.

The key prediction of the DopAct framework is that the dopaminergic neurons in the valuation and goal-directed systems should encode reward prediction errors, while the dopaminergic neurons in the habit system should respond to non-habitual actions. This prediction can be most directly compared with the data in a study where rewards and movements have been dissociated. That study employed a task in which mice could make spontaneous movements and rewards were delivered at random times ([@bib37]). It has been observed that a fraction of dopaminergic neurons had increased responses to rewards, while a group of neurons responded to movements. Moreover, the reward responding neurons were located in VTA while most movement responding neurons in SNc ([@bib37]). In that study the rewards were delivered to animals irrespectively of movements, so the movements they generated were most likely not driven by processes aiming at achieving reward (simulated in this paper), but rather by other inputs (modelled by noise in our simulations). To relate this task to the DopAct framework, let us consider the prediction errors likely to occur at the times of reward and movement. At the time of reward the animal was not able to predict it, so $\delta_{v} > 0,\ \delta_{g} > 0$, but it was not necessarily making any movements $\delta_{h} = 0$, while at the time of a movement the animal might have not expected reward $\delta_{v} = \delta_{g} = 0$, but might have made non-habitual movements $\delta_{h} > 0$. Hence the framework predicts separate groups of dopaminergic neurons to produce responses at times of reward and movements, as experimentally observed ([@bib37]). Furthermore, the peak of the movement related response of SNc neurons was observed to occur after the movement onset ([@bib37]), which suggests that most of this dopaminergic activity was a response to a movement rather than activity initiating a movement. This timing is consistent with the role of dopaminergic neurons in the habit system, which compute a movement prediction error, rather than initiate movements.

While discussing dopaminergic neurons, one has to mention the influential studies showing that VTA neurons encode reward prediction error ([@bib23]; [@bib67]; [@bib75]). So for completeness, let us reiterate that in the DopAct framework the valuation system is similar to the standard temporal difference learning model, hence it inherits the ability to account for the dopaminergic responses to unexpected rewards previously explained with that model ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

The DopAct framework also makes predictions on dopaminergic responses during movements performed to obtain rewards. In presented simulations, such responses were present in all systems ([Figure 7B--C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), and indeed responses to reward-directed movements were observed experimentally in both VTA and SNc ([@bib22]; [@bib66]). The framework predicts that the responses to movements should be modulated by the magnitude of available reward in the valuation and goal-directed systems, but not in the habit system. This prediction can be compared with data from a task in which animals could press one of two levers that differed in magnitude of resulting rewards ([@bib40]). So for this task, the framework predicts that the dopaminergic neurons in the valuation and goal-directed systems should respond differently depending on which lever was pressed, while the dopaminergic response in the habit system should depend just on action intensity but not reward magnitude. Indeed, a diversity of dopaminergic neurons have been observed in SNc, and the neurons differed in whether their movement related response depended on reward available (Figure 4j in the paper by [@bib40]).

In the DopAct framework, the activity of dopaminergic neurons in the goal-directed system is normalized by the uncertainty of that system. Analogous scaling of dopaminergic activity by an estimate of reward variance is also present in a model by [@bib31]. He demonstrated that such scaling is consistent with an experimental observation that dopaminergic responses adapt to the range of rewards available in a given context ([@bib75]).

In the DopAct framework the role of dopamine during action planning is specific to preparing goal-directed but not habitual movements ([Figure 7E](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). Thus the framework is consistent with an observation that blocking dopaminergic transmission slows responses to reward-predicting cues early in training, but not after extensive training, when the responses presumably became habitual ([@bib11]). Analogously, the DopAct framework is consistent with an impairment in Parkinson's disease for goal-directed but not habitual choices ([@bib16]) or voluntary but not cue driven movements ([@bib41]). The difficulty in movement initiation in Parkinson's disease seems to depend on whether the action is voluntary or in response to a stimulus, so even highly practiced movements like walking may be difficult if performed voluntarily, but easier in response to auditory or visual cues ([@bib63]). Such movements performed to cues are likely to engage the habit system, because responding to stimuli is a hallmark of habitual behaviour ([@bib20]).

Finally, let us discuss a feature of the DopAct framework related to the dynamics of competition between systems during action planning. Such competition is illustrated in the right display of [Figure 11A](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}, where after a reversal, the faster habit system initially prepared an incorrect action, but later the slower goal-directed system increased the intensity of the correct action. Analogous behaviour has been shown in a recent study, where human participants were extensively trained to make particular responses to given stimuli ([@bib34]). After a reversal, they tended to produce incorrect habitual actions when required to respond rapidly, but were able to produce the correct actions given sufficient time.

Mechanisms of habitual behaviour {#s3-3}
--------------------------------

Since the mechanisms of habit formation in the DopAct framework fundamentally differ from a theory widely accepted by a computational neuroscience community ([@bib14]), this section is dedicated to comparing the two accounts, and discussing the properties of the habit system in the framework.

An influential theory suggests that two anatomically separate systems in the brain underlie goal-directed and habitual behaviour and a competition between them is resolved according to uncertainty of the systems ([@bib14]). The DopAct framework agrees with these general principles but differs from the theory of [@bib14] in the nature of computations in these systems, and their mapping on brain anatomy. [@bib14] proposed that goal-directed behaviour is controlled by a cortical model-based system that learns the transitions between states resulting from actions, while habitual behaviour arises from a striatal model-free system that learns policy according to standard reinforcement learning. By contrast, the DopAct framework suggests that goal-directed behaviour in simple lever-pressing experiments does not require learning state transitions, but such behaviour can be also supported by a striatal goal-directed system that learns expected rewards from actions in a way similar to standard reinforcement learning models. So in the DopAct framework it is the goal-directed rather than habit system that learns according to reward prediction error encoded by dopaminergic neurons. Furthermore, in the DopAct framework (following the model by [@bib53]) habits arise simply from repeating actions, so their acquisition is not directly driven by reward prediction error, unlike in the model of [@bib14].

The accounts of habit formation in the DopAct framework and the model of [@bib14] make different predictions. Since the theory of [@bib14] assumes that a system underlying habitual behaviour learns with standard reinforcement learning, it predicts that striatal neurons supporting habitual behaviour should receive reward prediction error. However, the dopaminergic neurons that have been famously shown to encode reward prediction error ([@bib67]) are located in VTA, which does not send major projections to the dorsolateral striatum underlying habitual behaviour. These striatal neurons receive dopaminergic input from SNc ([@bib33]), and it is questionable to what extent dopaminergic neurons in SNc encode reward prediction error. Although such encoding has been reported ([@bib81]), studies which directly compared the activity of VTA and SNc neurons demonstrated that neurons encoding reward prediction error are significantly more frequent in VTA than SNc ([@bib37]; [@bib50]). So the striatal neurons underlying habitual behaviour do not seem to receive much of the teaching signal that would be expected if habit formation arose from the processes of reinforcement learning proposed by [@bib14]. By contrast, the DopAct framework assumes that the habit system learns on the basis of a teaching signal encoding how the chosen action differs from the habitual one, so it predicts that SNc neurons should respond to non-habitual movements. It has indeed been observed that the dopaminergic neurons in SNc respond to movements ([@bib37]; [@bib65]), but it has not been systematically analysed yet if these responses preferentially encode non-habitual movements (we will come back to this key prediction in the next section).

It is worth discussing how the habits may be suppressed if previously learnt habitual behaviour is no longer appropriate. In the DopAct framework, old habits die hard. When the habitual behaviour is no longer rewarded, the negative reward prediction errors do not directly suppress the behaviour in the habit system. So, as mentioned at the end of the Results section, in order to reverse behaviour, the control cannot be completely taken over by the habit system, but the goal-directed system needs to provide at least some contribution to action planning to initiate the reversal when needed. Nevertheless, simulations presented in this paper show that for certain parameters the control of habit system may be released when no longer required, and the model can reproduce the patterns of behaviour observed in extinction experiments ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). However, simulations by [@bib53] show that their closely related model can sometimes persist in habitual behaviour even if it is not desired. Therefore, it is possible that there may exist other mechanisms that may help the goal-directed system to regain control if habitual behaviour ceases to be appropriate. For example, it has been proposed that a sudden increase in prediction errors occurring when environment changes may attract attention and result in the goal-directed system taking charge of animals' choices ([@bib26]).

Finally, let us discuss the relationship of the DopAct framework to an observation that habits are more difficult to produce in variable ratio schedules than variable interval schedules ([@bib17]). In the variable ratio schedules a lever press is followed by a reward with a fixed probability $p$. By contrast in the variable interval schedule a lever press is followed by a reward only if the reward is \'available\'. Just after consuming a reward, lever pressing has no effect, and another reward may become "available" as time goes on with a fixed probability per unit of time. An elegant explanation for why habit formation depends on the schedule has been provided by [@bib53], and a partially similar explanation can be given within the DopAct framework, as we now summarize. [@bib53] noticed that reward rate as a function of action frequency follows qualitatively different relationships in different schedules. In particular, in the variable ratio schedule the expected number of rewards per unit time is directly proportional to number of lever presses, i.e. $E\left( r \right) = pa$. By contrast, in the variable interval schedule, the reward rate initially increases with the number of level presses, but beyond some frequency there is little benefit of responding more often, so the reward rate is a nonlinear saturating function of action frequency. The model selecting action intensity in the DopAct framework assumes a linear dependence of mean reward on action intensity (orange Equation 3.2), so in the variable ratio schedule, it will learn $q = p$, and then predict mean reward accurately no matter what action intensity is selected. By contrast, in the variable interval schedule the predictions will be less accurate, because the form of the actual dependence of reward on action frequency is different to that assumed by the model. Consequently, the reward uncertainty of the goal-directed system $\Sigma_{g}$ is likely to be lower in the variable ratio than variable interval schedule. This decreased uncertainty makes the goal-directed system less likely to give in to the habit system, resulting in less habitual behaviour in the variable ratio schedule.

Experimental predictions {#s3-4}
------------------------

We start with describing two most critical predictions of the DopAct framework, testing of which may validate or falsify the two key assumptions of the framework, and next we discuss other predictions. The first key prediction of the DopAct framework is that the dopaminergic neurons in the habit system should respond to movements more, when they are not habitual, e.g. at an initial phase of task acquisition or after a reversal ([Figure 11C](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). This prediction could be tested by monitoring the activity of dopaminergic neurons projecting to dorsolateral striatum in a task where animals are trained to perform a particular response for sufficiently long that it becomes habitual, and then the required response is reversed. The framework predicts that these dopaminergic neurons should have higher activity during initial training and in a period after the reversal, than during the period when the action is habitual.

The second key prediction follows from a central feature of the DopAct framework that the expectation of the reward in the goal-directed system arises from forming a motor plan to obtain it. Thus the framework predicts that the dopaminergic responses in the goal-directed system to stimuli predicting a reward should last longer if planning actions to obtain the reward takes more time, or if an animal is prevented from making a response. One way to test this prediction would be to optogenetically block striatal neurons expressing D1 receptors in the goal-directed system for a fixed period after the onset of a stimulus, so the action plan cannot be formed. The framework predicts that such manipulation should prolong the response of dopaminergic neurons in that system. Another way of testing this prediction would be to employ a task where goal-directed planning becomes more efficient and thus shorter with practice. The framework predicts that in such tasks the responses of dopaminergic neurons in the goal-directed system during action planning should get briefer with practice, and their duration should be correlated with reaction time across stages of task acquisition.

The DopAct framework also predicts distinct patterns of activity for different populations of dopaminergic neurons. As already mentioned above, dopaminergic neurons in the habit system should respond to movements more, when they are not habitual. When the movements become highly habitual, these neurons should tend to more often produce brief decreases in response ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, right). Furthermore, when the choices become mostly driven by the habit system, then dopaminergic neurons in the goal-directed system should no longer signal reward prediction error after stimulus ([Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, right). By contrast, the dopaminergic neurons in the valuation system should signal reward prediction error after stimulus even once the action becomes habitual ([Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}).

Patterns of prediction errors expected from the DopAct framework could also be investigated with fMRI. Models developed within the framework could be fitted to behaviour of human participants performing choice tasks. Such models could then generate patterns of different prediction errors ($\delta_{v}$, $\delta_{g}$, $\delta_{h}$) expected on individual trials. Since prediction errors encoded by dopaminergic neurons are also correlated with striatal BOLD signal ([@bib58]), one could investigate if different prediction errors in the DopAct framework are correlated with BOLD signal in different striatal regions.

In the DopAct framework dopaminergic neurons increase the gain of striatal neurons during action planning, only in the goal-directed but not in the habit system. Therefore, the framework predicts that the dopamine concentration should have a larger effect on the slope of firing-Input curves for the striatal neurons in the goal-directed than the habit system. This prediction may seem surprising, because striatal neurons express dopaminergic receptors throughout the striatum ([@bib39]). Nevertheless, it is consistent with reduced effects of dopamine blockade on habitual movements ([@bib11]) that are known to rely on dorsolateral striatum ([@bib79]). Accordingly, the DopAct framework predicts that the dopaminergic modulation in dorsolateral striatum should primarily affect plasticity rather than excitability of neurons.

Directions for future work {#s3-5}
--------------------------

This paper described a general framework for understanding the function of dopaminergic neurons in the basal ganglia, and presented simple models capturing only a subset of experimental data. To describe responses observed in more realistically complex tasks, models could be developed following a similar procedure as in this paper. Namely, a probabilistic model could be formulated for a task, and a network minimizing the corresponding free-energy derived, simulated and compared with experimental data. This section highlights key experimental observations the models described in this paper are unable to capture, and suggests directions for developing models consistent with them.

The presented models do not mechanistically explain the dependence of dopamine release in ventral striatum on motivational state such as hunger or thirst ([@bib59]). To reproduce these activity patterns, it will be important to extend the framework to describe the computations in the valuation system. It will also be important to better understand the interactions between the valuation and goal-directed systems during the choice of action intensity. In the presented model, the selected action intensity depends on the value of the state estimated by the valuation system, and conversely, the produced action intensity influences reward and thus the value learned by the valuation system. In the presented simulations the parameters (e.g. learning rates) were chosen such that the model learned to select action intensity giving highest reward, but such behaviour was not present for all parameter values. Hence it needs to be understood how the interactions between the valuation and goal-directed systems need to be set up so the model robustly finds the action intensity giving the maximum reward.

The models do not describe how the striatal neurons distinguish whether dopaminergic prediction error should affect their plasticity or excitability, and for simplicity, in the presented simulations we allowed the weights to be modified only when reward was presented. However, the same dopaminergic signal after a stimulus predicting reward may need to trigger plasticity in one group of striatal neurons (selective for a past action that led to this valuable state), and changes in excitability in another group (selective for a future action). It will be important to further understand the mechanisms which can be employed by striatal neurons to appropriately react to dopamine signals ([@bib4]; [@bib54]).

The models presented in this paper described only a part of the basal ganglia circuit, and it will be important to include also other elements of the circuit. In particular, this paper focussed on a subset of striatal neurons expressing D1 receptors, which project directly to the output nuclei and facilitate movements, but another population expressing D2 receptors projects via an indirect pathway and inhibits movements ([@bib45]). Computational models suggest that these neurons predominantly learn from negative feedback ([@bib12]; [@bib52]; [@bib55]) and it would be interesting include their role in preventing unsuitable movements in the DopAct framework.

The basal ganglia circuit also includes a hyperdirect pathway, which contains the subthalamic nucleus. It has been proposed that a function of the subthalamic nucleus is to inhibit non-selected actions ([@bib32]), and the hyperdirect pathway may support the competition between actions that is present in the framework. The subthalamic nucleus has also been proposed to be involved in determining when the planning process should finish and action should be initiated ([@bib27]). For simplicity, in this paper the process of action planning has been simulated for a fixed interval (until time $t = 2$ in [Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). It will be important to extend the framework to describe the mechanisms initiating an action. If actions were executed as soon as a motor plan is formed, the increase in the habit prediction error would be briefer than that depicted in [Figure 7C](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. In such an extended model the valuation and goal-directed systems would also need to be modified to learn to expect reward at a particular time after the action.

The presented models cannot reproduce the ramping of dopaminergic activity, observed as animals approached rewards ([@bib36]). To capture these data, the valuation system could incorporate synaptic decay that has been shown to allow standard reinforcement learning models to reproduce the ramping of prediction error ([@bib43]).

It has been also observed that dopaminergic neurons respond not only to unexpected magnitude of reward, but also when the type of reward differs from that expected ([@bib73]). To capture such prediction errors, the framework could be extended to assume that each system tries to predict multiple dimensions of reward or movement (cf [@bib30]).

Finally, dopaminergic neurons also project to regions beyond basal ganglia, such as amygdala, which plays a role in habit formation ([@bib3]), and cortex, where they have been proposed to modulate synaptic plasticity ([@bib64]). It would be interesting to extend the DopAct framework to capture dopamine role in learning and action planning in these regions.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

This section describes details of simulations of models developed within the DopAct framework for two tasks: selecting action intensity and choice between two actions. The models were simulated in Matlab (RRID:[SCR_001622](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/SCR_001622)), and all codes are available at MRC Brain Network Dynamics Unit Data Sharing Platform (<https://data.mrc.ox.ac.uk/data-set/simulations-action-inference>).

Selecting action intensity {#s4-1}
--------------------------

We first describe the valuation system, and then provide details of the model in various simulated scenarios.

The valuation system was based on the standard temporal difference model ([@bib56]). Following that model we assume that the valuation system can access information on how long ago a stimulus was presented. In particular, we assume that time can be divided into brief intervals of length $I$. The state of the environment is represented by a column vector ${\overset{-}{s}}_{v}$ with entries corresponding to individual intervals, such that $s_{v,1} = 1$ if the stimulus has been present in the current interval, $s_{v,2} = 1$ if the stimulus was present in the previous interval, etc. Although more realistic generalizations of this representation have been proposed ([@bib15]; [@bib49]), we use this standard representation for simplicity.

[Figure 12A](#fig12){ref-type="fig"} lists equations describing the valuation system, which are based on temporal difference learning but adapted to continuous time. According to Equation 12.1, the estimate of the value of state $s$ converges in equilibrium to $v = \overset{-}{w}{\overset{-}{s}}_{v}$, where $\overset{-}{w}$ denotes a row vector of parameters describing how much reward can be expected after stimulus appearing in a particular interval. Equation 12.2 describes the dynamics of the prediction error in the valuation system, which converges to a difference between total reward ($r + v$) and the expectation of that reward made at a previous interval ($v_{t - I}$), as in the standard temporal difference learning ([@bib71]). The weight parameters are modified proportionally to the prediction error as described by Equation 12.3, where $\alpha_{v}$ is a learning rate, and $\overset{-}{e}$ are eligibility traces associated with weights $\overset{-}{w}$, which describe when the weights can be modified. In basic reinforcement learning $\overset{-}{e} = {\overset{-}{s}}_{v}^{T}$, i.e. a weight can only be modified if the corresponding state is present. Equation 12.4 describes the dynamics of the eligibility traces, and if one ignored the first term on the right, it would converge to $\overset{-}{e} = {\overset{-}{s}}_{v}^{T}$. The first term on the right of Equation 12.4 ensures that the eligibility traces persist over time, and parameter $\lambda$ describes what fraction of the eligibility traces survives from one interval to the next ([@bib49]). Such persistent eligibility traces are known to speed up learning ([@bib71]). The first term on the right of Equation 12.4 includes an eligibility trace from time $t - I - 3\tau$, that is from a time slightly further than one interval ago, to avoid the influence of transient dynamics occurring at the transition between intervals. It is also ensured in the simulations that parameters $\overset{-}{w}$ do not become negative, as the desired reward value $v$ computed by the valuation system should not be negative. Thus if any element of $\overset{-}{w}$ becomes negative, it is set to 0. Finally, Equation 12.5 describes the dynamics of the reward signal $r$, which follows the actual value to reward $r_{0}$. This dynamics has been introduced so that the reward signal rises with the same rate as the value estimate (the same time constant is used in Equations 12.1 and 12.5), and these quantities can be subtracted to result in no prediction error when the reward obtained is equal to that predicted by the valuation system.

![Description of the valuation system.\
(**A**) Temporal difference learning model used in simulations of action intensity selection. (**B**) A simplified model used in simulations of choice between two actions.](elife-53262-fig12){#fig12}

In simulations involving selection of action intensity, the time represented by the valuation system was divided into intervals of $I = 0.2$. The stimulus was presented at time $t = 1$, while the reward was given at time $t = 2$, thus the valuation system represented the value of 5 time intervals (i.e. vectors $\overset{-}{w}$, ${\overset{-}{s}}_{v}$ and $\overset{-}{e}$ had 5 elements each). The parameters controlling retention of eligibility trace was set to $\lambda = 0.9$. The state provided to the actor was equal to $s = 1$ from time $t = 1$ onwards. We assumed that the intensity of action executed by the agent was equal to the inferred action intensity plus motor noise with standard deviation $\sigma_{a} = 1$ (this random number was added to action intensity at time $t = 2$). During intervals in which rewards were provided (from $t = 2$ onwards) the parameters were continuously updated according to Equations 6.8-9. In simulations the learning rates were set to: $\alpha_{v} = 0.5$, $\alpha_{g} = 0.05$, $\alpha_{h} = 0.02$, $\alpha_{\Sigma g} = 0.05$, $\alpha_{\Sigma h} = 0.1$. The time constants were set to: $\tau = 0.05$, $\tau_{\delta} = 0.02$, and the differential equations were solved numerically using Euler method with integration step 0.001. The model parameters were initialized to: $v_{i} = q = 0.1$, $h = 0$, $\Sigma_{g} = 1$ and $\Sigma_{h} = 100$.

To simulate devaluation, the expectation of reward was set to 0 by setting $v_{i} = q = 0$, as a recent modelling study suggests that such scaling of learned parameters by motivational state is required for reproducing experimentally observed effects of motivational state on dopaminergic responses encoding reward prediction error ([@bib77]).

In the simulations of Pavlovian-instrumental transfer, the valuation system was learning the values of two states corresponding to the presence of the lever and the conditioned stimulus. Thus the state vector ${\overset{-}{s}}_{v}$ had 10 entries, where the first 5 entries were set to 1 at different intervals after \'lever appearance\', while the other 5 entries were set to 1 at different intervals after conditioned stimulus. Consequently, the vector of parameters of the valuation system $\overset{-}{w}$ also had 10 entries. The simulations of the first stage (operant conditioning) consisted of 100 trials in which the model was trained analogously as in the simulations described in the above paragraph. At this stage only first 5 entries of vector ${\overset{-}{s}}_{v}$ could take non-zero values, and hence only the first 5 entries of $\overset{-}{w}$ were modified. The state provided to the actor was equal to $s = 1$ when \'lever appeared\' that is from time $t = 1$ onwards. The simulations of the second stage (classical conditioning) consisted of 100 trials in which only the valuation system was learning. At this stage, the conditioned stimulus was presented at time $t = 1$, and the reward $r = 1$ was given at time $t = 2$, thus $s_{v,6} = 1$ for $t \in \left\lbrack {1,1.2} \right\rbrack,s_{v,7} = 1$ for $t \in \left\lbrack {1.2,1.4} \right\rbrack$, etc. The simulations of the third stage (testing) consisted of 60 trials in which only negative reward accounting for effort $r = - a$ was given. On trials 21-30 and 41-50, both \'lever and conditioned stimulus were presented\', that is $s_{v,1} = s_{v,6} = 1$ for $t \in \left\lbrack {1,1.2} \right\rbrack$, etc., while on the other trials only the \'lever was presented\'. The model was simulated with the same parameters as described in the previous paragraph, except for modified values of two learning rates $\alpha_{g} = 0.015$, $\alpha_{h} = 0.005$, to reproduce the dynamics of learning shown by experimental animals.

In all simulations in this paper, a constraint (or a \'hyperprior\') on the minimum value of the variance parameters was introduced, such that if $\Sigma_{g}$ or $\Sigma_{h}$ decreased below 0.2, it was set to 0.2.

Choice between two actions {#s4-2}
--------------------------

Analogously, as in the previous section, we first describe the valuation system, and then provide the details of the simulations.

In the simulations of choice, we used a simplified version of the valuation system, which for each state $j$ learns a single parameter $w_{j}$ (rather than the vector of parameters encoding the reward predicted in different moments in time). The equations describing this simplified valuation system are shown in [Figure 12B](#fig12){ref-type="fig"}. According to Equation 12.6, the estimate of the value of state $s$ converges in equilibrium to $v = \overset{-}{w}\overset{-}{s}$. Following reward delivery, parameters $w_{j}$ are modified according to Equation 12.7, where $v$ is taken as the estimated value at the end of simulation of the planning phase on this trial.

In order to simulate the actor, its description has been converted to differential equations in analogous way as in [Figure 6C](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. At the end of the planning phase, Gaussian noise with standard deviation $\sigma_{a} = 2$ was added to all entries of the action vector (to allow exploration), and the action with the highest intensity was \'chosen\' by the model. Subsequently, for the chosen action $i$ the intensity was set to $a_{i} = 1$, while for the other action it was set to $a_{k \neq i} = 0$. For simplicity we did not explicitly simulate the dynamics of the model after the delivery of reward $r$, but we computed the prediction errors in the goal-directed and habit system in an equilibrium (orange Equation 9.6 and Equation 10.1), and updated the parameters. In simulations the learning rate in the valuation system was set to $\alpha_{v} = 0.5$ on trials with $\delta_{v} > 0$, and to $\alpha_{v} = 0.1$ when $\delta_{v} \leq 0$. Other learning rates were set to: $\alpha_{g} = 0.1$, $\alpha_{h} = 0.05$, $\alpha_{\Sigma} = 0.01$. The remaining parameters of the simulations had the same value as in the previous section.
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**Acceptance summary:**

This manuscript presents a novel computational framework of dopamine function: DopAct. It integrates reinforcement learning with ideas from active inference, Bayesian inference, and the recent proposal that goal-directed and habitual systems use different prediction errors for learning. This model is exciting because it accounts for the role of dopamine in reward learning and action planning.

**Decision letter after peer review:**

Thank you for sending your article entitled \"Dopamine role in learning and action inference\" for peer review at *eLife*. Your article is being evaluated by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation is being overseen by a Reviewing Editor and Kate Wassum as the Senior Editor.

Both reviewers and the editorial team felt that your manuscript describing a new model for dopamine in action planning and habit learning is very interesting.

However, both reviewers raised several major concerns. The points are detailed in the individual critiques (see below). We would appreciate your response to each point raised by both reviewers, paying special attention to the following most essential points.

1\) Explain and demonstrate whether and how the model can account for the well-documented shift in dopamine bursts from reward to predictive stimulus with learning (reviewer \#2, point 2).

2\) Explain and demonstrate whether and how the model can account for extinction (reviewer \#1, point 5-6; reviewer \#2, point 2). This point is related to the general question of how the goal-directed and habit system interact, and how the goal-directed system can regain control over action selection.

3\) The paper itself will require several major changes. It will be important to describe the model more clearly (including the valuation system) so that it can be fully understood (reviewer \#1, points 1-3; reviewer \#2, point 1 and 3), and to better connect the model to the neuroscience literature (reviewer \#2, point 2).

Reviewer \#1:

This paper presents a theoretical framework, referred to as DopAct, to account for the role of dopamine (DA) in learning and action planning. While this framework makes a set of novel assumptions, it draws heavily on classical reinforcement learning (e.g. Sutton and Barto, 1998), Friston\'s (2010) active inference theory, Miller et al.\'s (2019) theory of habit formation and Solway and Botvinick\'s (2012) Bayesian inference theory of action selection. Following current thinking, DopAct proposes that different cortico-striatal loops targeted by distinct DAergic neuronal populations underpin outcome valuation, goal-directed action selection, and habit formation functions. Critically, however, DopAct extends the role of DA beyond that of driving learning and into action planning, although this is restricted to the goal-directed, but not the habit system. The major contribution of the paper is thus to provide a formal integration of (variants of) multiple preexisting theories and to propose a particular neural instantiation in the basal ganglia. My concerns are as follows.

1\) I found the paper somewhat difficult to follow due to the fact that critical pieces of information necessary to understand how the various components of DopAct operate and interact with each other appear fragmented and scattered across the paper. In addition, the writing style in the paper is at times unpolished (by way of example, consider the sentence starting with \"The model has been simulated..."..., which undermines clarity.

2\) In my opinion, the paper is made unnecessarily complex by the amalgamation of multiple theoretically independent ideas, not all of which are equally essential to the central message or formally implemented. For instance, at the beginning of the Results, the reader is given an overview of the DopAct framework, starting with the valuation system. Therein, it is stated that DopAct departs from the classical reinforcement learning principle of reward maximization, replacing it instead with the proposal that the valuation system computes the amount of resources (e.g., food) necessary to bring the animal to its optimal reserve levels. This notion is not, however, formally developed in the paper and is in practice relegated to a future direction. Indeed, all simulations assume low levels of reserves and thus are undistinguishable from standard reinforcement learning. For this reason, I think introducing this topic at the outset (or at all) only acts as a distractor of the main points of the DopAct framework and thus I would encourage the author to reserve this important yet here ancillary distinction for a future paper. When doing so, evidence should be provided to justify this assumption (e.g. evidence that a moderately hungry animal would choose a small over a large reward if the former is sufficient to restore desired reserve levels).

3\) Insufficient details are given as to how prediction errors operate within the valuation system and how these errors relate to those being computed in the goal-directed system. Are expectations in the valuation system only generated by actions planned by the goal-directed system, or can states generate their own expectations without the mediation of actions? If the latter, how do the two types of expectations (cue-based vs. action-based) interact, if at all, during learning to determine the computation of prediction errors in each system? This is particularly important early on in training, while it is unclear to the agent whether the reward is brought about by an action or predicted by a cue and delivered independently of any action. In connection with these questions, the paper announces early on (Introduction section), that Friston\'s (2010) notions of active inference will be followed, whereby prediction errors can be minimized either by learning to update expectations (no intervening action) or by learning act so as to satisfy those expectations. This point would seem to be particularly relevant to Pavlovian-instrumental interactions during learning, yet such a theme is not developed thereafter in the paper as the focus is placed on action-generated reward expectations (which once again seemed somewhat of a red herring for the reader).

4\) If I understood correctly, the goal-directed system is in charge of simultaneously computing reward expectation (generated from an action plan) as well as the required action intensity (at least before the habit system takes over). It would seem, however, that these two variables might not always correlate. For example, two equally large rewards might generate equally large expectations, but one of them might require an action of weaker intensity than the other. How would DopAct deal with such scenarios if action intensity and reward expectation are one and the same thing from the viewpoint of the goal-directed system?

5\) Since Thorndike, traditional views of habit learning have proposed the formation of an S-R association stamped on by reinforcement, but excluding the reward itself from the associative representations involved. This view allows habitual animals to become insensitive to outcome devaluation while remaining sensitive to changes in the probability of reward given the action (e.g. extinction). Following Miller et al., 2019, this paper departs from this view by assuming that habit learning is driven by a different, outcome-independent, purely action-based prediction error, calculated as the difference between the habitual (and therefore expected) action and the action actually executed. Early on in training, the action executed is determined by the goal-directed system, but over the course of training control over action execution is yielded to the faster, more computationally efficient habit system. Given this departure from the conventional theoretical framework, a discussion of how these two distinct theoretical assumptions on habit compare to each other would be desirable.

6\) Still on the topic of habit formation, I found the paper lacking in clarity as to how the relative contribution of the goal-directed and habit systems to action selection is negotiated when response-outcome contingencies change after habitual responding has been strongly established. First, what exactly happens to the goal-directed system once the habit system takes over? Does it become dormant in the model, or does it do its regular computations (which would seem inefficient)? And second, if the weight of this relative contribution shifts over training so as to favor habit-based responding, how can an animal ever get out of habitual responding unless control is yielded back to the goal-directed system? Based on the simulations show in Figure 7, it would seem that the DopAct has a hard time ever exiting habit mode even after 500 trials of reward omission. Note, however, that evidence (e.g. Balleine, Killcross and Dickinson, 2003) indicates that lesions that cause animals to become habitual (as measured by insensitivity to outcome devaluation) do not necessarily disrupt extinction learning, which would support traditional S-R views of habit. Later in the paper, however, while discussing reversal learning, it is explained that with sufficient reversal training the goal-directed system prevails and manages to retrain the habit system to choose the appropriate response. How does this happen if the action executed (which is what feeds into the prediction error of the habit system) is now determined by the habit system itself? Is it the case that the goal-directed system retains greater control over responding even after strong habits have been established? Such an assumption would indeed allow such retraining of the habit system by the goal-directed system, but it would seem to come at the price of the agent never entirely losing goal-directed behavior (i.e., never quite become habitual).

Reviewer \#2:

Summary: This paper presents a new model of goal-directed and habitual learning based on active inference. The paper provides an interesting, integrative model that builds on several different strands of prior work. In addition, the model\'s approach to habitual and goal-directed learning provide some ideas of how the dopamine system might be parcellated computationally. Moreover, the model tackles a thorny (and largely unaddressed computationally) question of how dopamine can be simultaneously involved in reward prediction and model planning. As it stands, however, I don\'t think this paper does enough to both explain how the model works, nor justify its assumptions and empirical suitability. I unpack these points below.

1\) The model has many assumptions and parameters, which seem not sufficiently motivated and constrained by the target behaviour and underlying neuroscience. For example, the valuation system is hardly explained and relies on resource levels that are not used in any of the simulations. Similarly, pointers are made to the neuroscience, but mostly in a speculative way, rather than a firmer linking between computational elements and underlying anatomy/physiology. What could possibly show that this model is wrong? That\'s not adequately clear. Relatedly, too much is left to future work-perhaps compounding the impression that the model is not sufficiently justified/supported as yet.

2\) The range of applications used to justify the model is very narrow-only two basic behavioural cases are undertaken, while some of the fundamental results in this area (e.g., the shift in dopamine burst from Schultz, Dayan, Montague, 1997 in Science) are not obviously replicated. The claim is noted that the analogy to the TD model means that similar learning should occur, but that is not really shown (and very much not obvious from the exposition). In addition, the major point about how action intensity becomes habitized misses a key distinction between variable-interval and variable-ration schedules (VI schedules with lower response rates produce faster habits)-how would this model possibly account for this (it would seem to go counter the mechanism)? Even the simulated result (on omission) seems to overstate the case in that even after 500 trials, there is no extinction (Figure 7A).

3\) The model seems to assume computationally intensive (and complex) operations for the organism to solve even simple problems. For example, the model requires sophisticated action planning to terminate the dopamine burst even on the very first trial, which would seem to require further justification. This does suggest a testable prediction, though: does the dopamine burst get shorter as the planning gets more efficient? When the only learning requires an intensity adjustment for a response (as modelled), this planning mechanism seems potentially plausible, but not clear how that would generalize more broadly. As a result, even the algorithmic level in the paper reads very much as a computational account (what the system should achieve, rather than how it does). There would seem to be some insights there in how food delivery is transformed into a perceived reward, but that aspect is not drawn out.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for resubmitting your article \"Dopamine role in learning and action inference\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your revised article has been reviewed by two peer reviewers, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Reviewing Editor and Kate Wassum as the Senior Editor. The following individuals involved in review of your submission have agreed to reveal their identity: Philipp Schwartenbeck (Reviewer \#4).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

We would like to draw your attention to changes in our revision policy that we have made in response to COVID-19 (https://elifesciences.org/articles/57162). Specifically, we are asking editors to accept without delay manuscripts, like yours, that they judge can stand as *eLife* papers without additional data, even if they feel that they would make the manuscript stronger. Thus the revisions requested below only address clarity and presentation.

Summary:

All reviewers agreed that the revised manuscript is much improved. However, reviewers also felt that the overall structure of the manuscript could still be improved in terms of simplicity and clarity, and that additional clarifications were needed regarding a few select issues.

Revisions:

1\) Reviewers agreed that the paper is still too dense and it would be important to clarify the writing to make it more concise. Reviewers suggested highlighting the general aspects of the model and simplifying specifics of the implementation. They suggested moving some of the details to an appendix, as well as providing concise summaries, and stating what are the key general points and what are more detailed implementational aspects for a specific simulation. Further, the discussion of the novel theoretical and empirical predictions is very rich at the moment but could be summarized and simplified to highlight some of the main points. This could include, for instance, the teaching signals in the valuation (RPE independent of action plan?), goal-directed (RPE dependent on action plan?) and habit (action prediction errors?) system, and the need for the goal-directed system to learn about reversals or the resulting effects on behavior (including blocking of the different systems).

2\) A specific issue that needs to be clarified is how an animal can exit habit mode. Specifically, the author states: \"On later trials the action is jointly determined by the habit and goal-directed system (Figure 1B), and their relative contributions depend on their levels of confidence.\" It is still unclear how exactly a habitized animal would exit habit mode if the relative contributions of the goal-directed and habit systems are determined by their level of confidence. How is confidence formally estimated? For instance, if the expectancies of a habitized animal are violated, this assumption would seem to predict that the goal-directed system should lose some confidence. If so, it would seem to follow that the goal-directed system should yield even more control to the misguided but confident habit system. In DopAct an animal can get out of a habit only through exploration (Results final paragraph). It is unclear whether and how exploration is promoted by prediction errors, or whether it is treated as a constant in the model. This is critical because the rate of exploration in habit-dominated behaviors would be expected to be low once the learning agent has settled on a stable solution. Thus, given a change in contingencies, a confidence-based arbitration between the goal-directed and habit systems would seem to further privilege the habit system while the goal-directed system waits for an opportunity to rewire itself into a more adaptive set of associations. At what point will those new associations carry more confidence than those deeply entrenched in the habit system?

3\) A key prediction relates to the dissociation between the goal-directed and habitual system learning from reward prediction errors and action prediction errors, respectively. Their roles and dynamics could be described more clearly and currently these descriptions are quite scattered around the text. Does this model predict an independent signature of reward and action prediction errors in a task where those two teaching signals can be fully dissociated (e.g., rewards without actions or the other way around)? Further, is the arbitration between those two modes based on their relative uncertainty? Is it just the decrease in uncertainty that drives actions to become habitual over time, or is there also some inherent complexity penalty for the goal-directed system, as for example described in the active inference framework (e.g. FitzGerald, Dolan and Friston, 2014)?

4\) Another point that requires some clarification is \"Once an action plan has been formulated, the animal starts to expect the available reward, and the dopamine level encoding the prediction error decreases.\" Despite the substantial expansion, this section on active inference is still confusing. This may in part be due to semantics. For example, is by \"an action plan has been formulated\" actually meant \"an action plan has been implemented\"? It is hard to see how the mere formulation (i.e., elaboration) of an action plan could affect the kind of \"change in the world\" that is being proposed to contribute to reducing prediction errors (alongside learning). A related question: would habitual responses also reduce prediction errors, given that by definition they do not generate reward expectancies?

5\) There is an interesting distinction between the valuation and the goal-directed system, since both display reward prediction errors but the goal-directed reward prediction errors are contingent on action plans. Would that predict an absence of reward prediction errors in the goal directed system if the agent cannot perform actions, or is forced to take actions that are likely to result in no rewards?

6\) Related to this point the author states: \"in the DopAct framework the expectation of reward only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it.\" This statement is odd in light that the valuation system, which is part of the DopAct framework, is proposed to compute reward expectancies on the bases of antecedent stimuli without the mediation of action plans. Should this sentence read instead \"in the goal-directed system the expectation of reward only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it.\"? This would be consistent with the idea that, while action plans may be a fundamental component of generating reward expectations, animals can also acquire such expectancies through stimulus-stimulus (or state-state) learning. It would also allow DopAct to account for recent evidence in the sensory preconditioning paradigm indicating that associations between neutral stimuli are promoted by DA stimulation without the mediation of any action plan. These findings could not be accommodated by DopAct if the sentence "...but in the DopAct framework the expectation of reward only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it." was true.

7\) Given that the model is fully Bayesian, agents not only have access to their beliefs about actions and rewards but also their uncertainty in these beliefs. Does the model make any interesting predictions for signals that reflect the reduction of uncertainty about actions and rewards? Is there also an effect for the reduction of state uncertainty? The latter point would be particularly interesting with respect to recent reports about dopaminergic signals for state identity that are orthogonal to reward (e.g. Takahashi et al., 2017). If not, which changes to the model architecture would be necessary to account for such signals?
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Author response

> However, both reviewers raised several major concerns. The points are detailed in the individual critiques (see below). We would appreciate your response to each point raised by both reviewers, paying special attention to the following most essential points.
>
> 1\) Explain and demonstrate whether and how the model can account for the well-documented shift in dopamine bursts from reward to predictive stimulus with learning (reviewer \#2, point 2).

A new Figure 7B has been added demonstrating that the model can reproduce the shift in dopamine burst from reward to predictive stimulus.

> 2\) Explain and demonstrate whether and how the model can account for extinction (reviewer \#1, point 5-6; reviewer \#2, point 2). This point is related to the general question of how the goal-directed and habit system interact, and how the goal-directed system can regain control over action selection.

A new Figure 8 has been added, which demonstrates that the model can produce extinction, and qualitatively reproduce key features of extinction behaviour seen in two experimental studies. It has also been clarified how the goal-directed and habit systems interact: Figure 1B and text describing it (paragraph four "Overview of the framework") have been modified to clarify that even when an action becomes habitual, both the goal-directed and habit systems contribute to the action planning, but their contribution are weighted by their confidence. A paragraph (final paragraph in the Results) has also been added discussing the mechanisms underlying reversal in the model.

> 3\) The paper itself will require several major changes. It will be important to describe the model more clearly (including the valuation system) so that it can be fully understood (reviewer \#1, points 1-3; reviewer \#2, point 1 and 3), and to better connect the model to the neuroscience literature (reviewer \#2, point 2).

I have been convinced by comment 2 of reviewer 1 that the conceptual description of validation system at the start of the Results section distracts from key points of the manuscript, and I followed his/her recommendation to shorten this description, so it is now contained within just a single paragraph. At the same time, details of the presented simulations of the valuation system have been added (Figure 12A and text in Materials and methods). Furthermore, additional simulations of classical paradigms suggested by the reviewers that have been added (classical conditioning -- Figure 7B, devaluation -- Figure 8A, and Pavlovian-instrumental transfer -- Figure 8B) to better connect the manuscript with the neuroscience literature.

> Reviewer \#1:
>
> This paper presents a theoretical framework, referred to as DopAct, to account for the role of dopamine (DA) in learning and action planning. While this framework makes a set of novel assumptions, it draws heavily on classical reinforcement learning (e.g. Sutton and Barto, 1998), Friston\'s (2010) active inference theory, Miller et al.\'s (2019) theory of habit formation and Solway and Botvinick\'s (2012) Bayesian inference theory of action selection. Following current thinking, DopAct proposes that different cortico-striatal loops targeted by distinct DAergic neuronal populations underpin outcome valuation, goal-directed action selection, and habit formation functions. Critically, however, DopAct extends the role of DA beyond that of driving learning and into action planning, although this is restricted to the goal-directed, but not the habit system. The major contribution of the paper is thus to provide a formal integration of (variants of) multiple preexisting theories and to propose a particular neural instantiation in the basal ganglia. My concerns are as follows.
>
> 1\) I found the paper somewhat difficult to follow due to the fact that critical pieces of information necessary to understand how the various components of DopAct operate and interact with each other appear fragmented and scattered across the paper.

The descriptions of the models (that in the previous version was spread between Results and Materials and method sections) has been integrated and is presented in the Results. The figures with details of the models have also been moved to the Results, and integrated with the figures in Results (new Figures 6, 9, 10).

> In addition, the writing style in the paper is at times unpolished (by way of example, consider the sentence starting with \"The model has been simulated...", which undermines clarity.

The sentence mentioned above is no longer included in the manuscript, because the simulations of the omission protocol it described have been replaced by the simulations aiming to replicate experimental data from extinction paradigms. The manuscript has been carefully re-read and re-checked.

> 2\) In my opinion, the paper is made unnecessarily complex by the amalgamation of multiple theoretically independent ideas, not all of which are equally essential to the central message or formally implemented. For instance, at the beginning of the Results, the reader is given an overview of the DopAct framework, starting with the valuation system. Therein, it is stated that DopAct departs from the classical reinforcement learning principle of reward maximization, replacing it instead with the proposal that the valuation system computes the amount of resources (e.g., food) necessary to bring the animal to its optimal reserve levels. This notion is not, however, formally developed in the paper and is in practice relegated to a future direction. Indeed, all simulations assume low levels of reserves and thus are undistinguishable from standard reinforcement learning. For this reason, I think introducing this topic at the outset (or at all) only acts as a distractor of the main points of the DopAct framework and thus I would encourage the author to reserve this important yet here ancillary distinction for a future paper. When doing so, evidence should be provided to justify this assumption (e.g. evidence that a moderately hungry animal would choose a small over a large reward if the former is sufficient to restore desired reserve levels).

I would like to thank the reviewer for this great observation and suggestion. In the revised version of the manuscript, the description of the valuation system has been shortened (to avoid making unnecessary assumptions) and is now contained within a single paragraph (paragraph two "Overview of the framework").

> 3\) Insufficient details are given as to how prediction errors operate within the valuation system and how these errors relate to those being computed in the goal-directed system. Are expectations in the valuation system only generated by actions planned by the goal-directed system, or can states generate their own expectations without the mediation of actions? If the latter, how do the two types of expectations (cue-based vs. action-based) interact, if at all, during learning to determine the computation of prediction errors in each system? This is particularly important early on in training, while it is unclear to the agent whether the reward is brought about by an action or predicted by a cue and delivered independently of any action. In connection with these questions, the paper announces early on (Introduction section), that Friston\'s (2010) notions of active inference will be followed, whereby prediction errors can be minimized either by learning to update expectations (no intervening action) or by learning act so as to satisfy those expectations. This point would seem to be particularly relevant to Pavlovian-instrumental interactions during learning, yet such a theme is not developed thereafter in the paper as the focus is placed on action-generated reward expectations (which once again seemed somewhat of a red herring for the reader).

In the revised version of the manuscript, more detailed simulations of the valuation system were added, which demonstrate in detail how the prediction errors are generated. A new Figure 12A and text describing it have been added showing how the temporal difference learning algorithm has been implemented in the model.

Furthermore, a simulation of the model in Pavlovian-instrumental transfer paradigm has been added which demonstrates that the model can replicate experimentally observed pattern of behaviour, as shown in Figure 8B, and explained in Results and Materials and methods. Is has been clarified there that during operant conditioning reward expectation computed by the valuation system drives action planning, while during classical conditioning it may provide expectations without triggering actions. It has been also clarified how the interactions between the two types of expectations allow the model to reproduce Pavlovian instrumental transfer.

It has been clarified how prediction errors in the goal-directed system are reduced by both planning and learning: Figure 2 has been extended to include 2 panels that highlight these two ways of minimizing prediction errors, and the description has been added in the text (final paragraph "Overview of the framework").

> 4\) If I understood correctly, the goal-directed system is in charge of simultaneously computing reward expectation (generated from an action plan) as well as the required action intensity (at least before the habit system takes over). It would seem, however, that these two variables might not always correlate. For example, two equally large rewards might generate equally large expectations, but one of them might require an action of weaker intensity than the other. How would DopAct deal with such scenarios if action intensity and reward expectation are one and the same thing from the viewpoint of the goal-directed system?

A footnote has been added clarifying that in the above case the action with lower required intensity will have a higher value of parameter $q$. In this way, both actions will produce the same expectation, which is proportional to $qa$ rather than $q$ itself, but the two rewards will result in different action intensities, which in the model depend on both $v$ and $q$.

> 5\) Since Thorndike, traditional views of habit learning have proposed the formation of an S-R association stamped on by reinforcement, but excluding the reward itself from the associative representations involved. This view allows habitual animals to become insensitive to outcome devaluation while remaining sensitive to changes in the probability of reward given the action (e.g. extinction). Following Miller et al., 2019, this paper departs from this view by assuming that habit learning is driven by a different, outcome-independent, purely action-based prediction error, calculated as the difference between the habitual (and therefore expected) action and the action actually executed. Early on in training, the action executed is determined by the goal-directed system, but over the course of training control over action execution is yielded to the faster, more computationally efficient habit system. Given this departure from the conventional theoretical framework, a discussion of how these two distinct theoretical assumptions on habit compare to each other would be desirable.

The paragraph discussing the relationship of DopAct framework to traditional computational models of habit formation has been substantially extended. Furthermore, a new paragraphs has been added that compares the accounts of habit formation in DopAct and traditional reinforcement learning models with experimental data (Discussion section).

> 6\) Still on the topic of habit formation, I found the paper lacking in clarity as to how the relative contribution of the goal-directed and habit systems to action selection is negotiated when response-outcome contingencies change after habitual responding has been strongly established. First, what exactly happens to the goal-directed system once the habit system takes over? Does it become dormant in the model, or does it do its regular computations (which would seem inefficient)? And second, if the weight of this relative contribution shifts over training so as to favor habit-based responding, how can an animal ever get out of habitual responding unless control is yielded back to the goal-directed system? Based on the simulations show in Figure 7, it would seem that the DopAct has a hard time ever exiting habit mode even after 500 trials of reward omission. Note, however, that evidence (e.g. Balleine, Killcross and Dickinson, 2003) indicates that lesions that cause animals to become habitual (as measured by insensitivity to outcome devaluation) do not necessarily disrupt extinction learning, which would support traditional S-R views of habit. Later in the paper, however, while discussing reversal learning, it is explained that with sufficient reversal training the goal-directed system prevails and manages to retrain the habit system to choose the appropriate response. How does this happen if the action executed (which is what feeds into the prediction error of the habit system) is now determined by the habit system itself? Is it the case that the goal-directed system retains greater control over responding even after strong habits have been established? Such an assumption would indeed allow such retraining of the habit system by the goal-directed system, but it would seem to come at the price of the agent never entirely losing goal-directed behavior (i.e., never quite become habitual).

New simulations in Figure 8 have been added demonstrating that the model can produce extinction. The occurrence of extinction depends on the values of parameters of the simulated model, and in the previous version of the manuscript the parameters were chosen to replicate the simulations shown in Figure 4 in the paper by Miller et al., 2019, where their model also did not show extinction after extensive training (left panel in Figure 4 in their paper). However, thanks to reviewers' comments I realized that such behaviour is not observed experimentally, hence in the revised version, different parameters were used for which the model reproduces profiles of extinction observed in behavioural experiments (re-plotted in top displays on Figure 8).

Furthermore, Figure 1B and text have been modified to clarify that even if an action becomes habitual, both goal-directed and habit systems contribute to action selection, and their contribution depends on their relative confidence. A paragraph (penultimate paragraph Results section) has also been added discussing the mechanism underlying reversal in the model, which clarifies that some contribution of the goal-directed system to action planning is necessary for reversal to take place, as pointed out by the reviewer above.

A sentence has been added in a section discussing future work mentioning the role of amygdala in habit formation and citing the paper by Balleine et al., 2003, highlighted by the reviewer.

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\] 1) The model has many assumptions and parameters, which seem not sufficiently motivated and constrained by the target behaviour and underlying neuroscience. For example, the valuation system is hardly explained and relies on resource levels that are not used in any of the simulations.

Following a suggestion of reviewer 2, the description of the valuation system has been shortened (to avoid making unnecessary assumptions) and is now contained within a single paragraph of the Results. On the other hand, more details were provided on the operation of the valuation system in the simulations (new Figure 12A, and text).

> Similarly, pointers are made to the neuroscience, but mostly in a speculative way, rather than a firmer linking between computational elements and underlying anatomy/physiology. What could possibly show that this model is wrong? That\'s not adequately clear. Relatedly, too much is left to future work-perhaps compounding the impression that the model is not sufficiently justified/supported as yet.

Additional simulations of classical paradigms (conditioning, extinction, Pavlovian-instrumental transfer) have been added to better connect the manuscript with neuroscience literature and are presented in new Figures 7B, 8A and 8B. Furthermore, the section discussing experimental predictions has been reorganized such that it starts with discussing the two most critical predictions that could allow verification or falsification of the model. Specific experiments have been described that could be performed to test these predictions.

> 2\) The range of applications used to justify the model is very narrow-only two basic behavioural cases are undertaken, while some of the fundamental results in this area (e.g., the shift in dopamine burst from Schultz, Dayan, Montague, 1997 in Science) are not obviously replicated. The claim is noted that the analogy to the TD model means that similar learning should occur, but that is not really shown (and very much not obvious from the exposition).

The simulations of the shift of dopaminergic response from reward to conditioned stimulus have been added in the new Figure 7B and text.

> In addition, the major point about how action intensity becomes habitized misses a key distinction between variable-interval and variable-ration schedules (VI schedules with lower response rates produce faster habits)-how would this model possibly account for this (it would seem to go counter the mechanism)?

This phenomenon has been discussed in detail in the paper by Miller et al., 2019, which shows how their model reproduces this effect in simulations (see Figure 5 in paper by Miller et al., 2019). Due to a conceptual similarity of the presented model to the model by Miller et al., these two models account for the phenomenon in related ways. A paragraph has been added in Discussion summarizing this account.

> Even the simulated result (on omission) seems to overstate the case in that even after 500 trials, there is no extinction (Figure 7A).

New simulations in Figure 8 have been added demonstrating that the model can produce extinction. The occurrence of extinction depends on the values of parameters of the simulated model, and in the previous version of the manuscript the parameters were chosen to replicate the simulations shown in Figure 4 in the paper by Miller et al., 2019, where their model also did not show extinction after extensive training (left panel in Figure 4 in their paper). However, thanks to reviewers' comments I realized that such behaviour is not observed experimentally, hence in the revised version, different parameters were used for which the model reproduces profiles of extinction observed in behavioural experiments (re-plotted in top displays on Figure 8).

> 3\) The model seems to assume computationally intensive (and complex) operations for the organism to solve even simple problems. For example, the model requires sophisticated action planning to terminate the dopamine burst even on the very first trial, which would seem to require further justification. This does suggest a testable prediction, though: does the dopamine burst get shorter as the planning gets more efficient? When the only learning requires an intensity adjustment for a response (as modelled), this planning mechanism seems potentially plausible, but not clear how that would generalize more broadly. As a result, even the algorithmic level in the paper reads very much as a computational account (what the system should achieve, rather than how it does).

I would like to thank the reviewer for noticing this interesting prediction, it has been added to the section listing experimental predictions in the revised version of the manuscript.

> There would seem to be some insights there in how food delivery is transformed into a perceived reward, but that aspect is not drawn out.

Such insight could be provided by a detailed model of the valuation system, but following the recommendation of reviewer 2, the description of the valuation system will be left for a future study.

\[Editors\' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

> Revisions:
>
> 1\) Reviewers agreed that the paper is still too dense and it would be important to clarify the writing to make it more concise. Reviewers suggested highlighting the general aspects of the model and simplifying specifics of the implementation. They suggested moving some of the details to an appendix, as well as providing concise summaries, and stating what are the key general points and what are more detailed implementational aspects for a specific simulation.

I thank the reviewers for these great suggestions. The manuscript has been substantially reorganized to focus on general aspects of the model and to reduce or remove from Results the details of implementation:

-   The Abstract has been simplified to better emphasize the key points of the paper.

-   To make the paper easier to navigate, it has been divided into a larger number of shorter sections, with more informative titles.

-   Summary of key points has been added at the starts of multiple paragraphs.

-   A new paragraph has been added summarizing the key feature of the algorithm in DopAct (subsection "Algorithm for planning and learning" final paragraph).

-   The details of a possible way the prediction errors in the goal-directed system could be computed have been deleted are replaced by the key point that such computation would be local in the basal ganglia network. This also allowed simplification of network diagrams in Figures 5, 6 and 10.

-   Description of Figure 6 has been shortened, and some of the details have been moved from the main text to the figure caption.

-   Description of Figure 7C has been shortened and organized around the key messages rather than individual displays.

-   Description of details of devaluation simulations has been moved from Results to Materials and methods.

-   Description of hyperpriors of variance parameters have been moved from Results to Materials and methods, and shortened.

-   A paragraph discussing the details of units of various terms in Equation 9.9 has been deleted.

-   An uninteresting simulation of the valuation system has been removed from Figure 11C, which allowed shortening Materials and methods, and simplifying Figure 12B.

> Further, the discussion of the novel theoretical and empirical predictions is very rich at the moment but could be summarized and simplified to highlight some of the main points. This could include, for instance, the teaching signals in the valuation (RPE independent of action plan?), goal-directed (RPE dependent on action plan?) and habit (action prediction errors?) system, and the need for the goal-directed system to learn about reversals or the resulting effects on behavior (including blocking of the different systems).

The Discussion section has been simplified and reorganized:

-   The description of the relationship of the DopAct to other theories has been shorten and focused on key points.

-   Section "Relationship to experimental data" has been substantially shortened, focussed on key experimental data, and reorganized around predictions rather than discussed studies.

-   Different paragraphs from the previous version of Discussion concerned with habit formation have been gathered in a new section "Mechanisms of habitual behaviour".

-   Section "Direction of future work" has been shortened.

> 2\) A specific issue that needs to be clarified is how an animal can exit habit mode. Specifically, the author states: \"On later trials the action is jointly determined by the habit and goal-directed system (Figure 1B), and their relative contributions depend on their levels of confidence.\" It is still unclear how exactly a habitized animal would exit habit mode if the relative contributions of the goal-directed and habit systems are determined by their level of confidence. How is confidence formally estimated?

Throughout the manuscript word "confidence" has been replaced by "certainty", as the concept of uncertainty is formally defined in the paper.

> For instance, if the expectancies of a habitized animal are violated, this assumption would seem to predict that the goal-directed system should lose some confidence. If so, it would seem to follow that the goal-directed system should yield even more control to the misguided but confident habit system.

A new paragraph has been added discussing this effect and pointing that it is only transient (Results final paragraph).

> In DopAct an animal can get out of a habit only through exploration (Results final paragraph). It is unclear whether and how exploration is promoted by prediction errors, or whether it is treated as a constant in the model. This is critical because the rate of exploration in habit-dominated behaviors would be expected to be low once the learning agent has settled on a stable solution.

The mechanisms allowing a reversal in the model have been explained in more detail, and it has been emphasized that the amount of noise resulting in exploration was constant in simulations.

> Thus, given a change in contingencies, a confidence-based arbitration between the goal-directed and habit systems would seem to further privilege the habit system while the goal-directed system waits for an opportunity to rewire itself into a more adaptive set of associations. At what point will those new associations carry more confidence than those deeply entrenched in the habit system?

A new paragraph has been added to section "Mechanisms of habitual behaviour" discussing how the goal-directed system can regain control from the habit system.

> 3\) A key prediction relates to the dissociation between the goal-directed and habitual system learning from reward prediction errors and action prediction errors, respectively. Their roles and dynamics could be described more clearly and currently these descriptions are quite scattered around the text.

A paragraph has been added in section "Overview of the framework" which highlights that the two systems learn on the basis of different prediction errors. Also, Figure 1D has been modified to illustrate the process of learning in the habit system.

> Does this model predict an independent signature of reward and action prediction errors in a task where those two teaching signals can be fully dissociated (e.g., rewards without actions or the other way around)?

This is indeed the key prediction of the model, and such pattern of activity was indeed observed by Howe and Dombeck. To increase prominence of the discussion of this key study, it has been moved to the second paragraph of section "Relationship to experimental data".

> Further, is the arbitration between those two modes based on their relative uncertainty? Is it just the decrease in uncertainty that drives actions to become habitual over time, or is there also some inherent complexity penalty for the goal-directed system, as for example described in the active inference framework (e.g. FitzGerald, Dolan and Friston, 2014)?

A sentence summarizing the key idea from the above paper has been added to section "Mechanisms of habitual behaviour".

> 4\) Another point that requires some clarification is \"Once an action plan has been formulated, the animal starts to expect the available reward, and the dopamine level encoding the prediction error decreases.\" Despite the substantial expansion, this section on active inference is still confusing. This may in part be due to semantics. For example, is by \"an action plan has been formulated\" actually meant \"an action plan has been implemented\"? It is hard to see how the mere formulation (i.e., elaboration) of an action plan could affect the kind of \"change in the world\" that is being proposed to contribute to reducing prediction errors (alongside learning).

Thank you for these great questions. A paragraph discussing them has been added in section "Overview of the framework".

> A related question: would habitual responses also reduce prediction errors, given that by definition they do not generate reward expectancies?

Yes, this effect is visible in the right display of Figure 7C, and a sentence has been added discussing it.

> 5\) There is an interesting distinction between the valuation and the goal-directed system, since both display reward prediction errors but the goal-directed reward prediction errors are contingent on action plans. Would that predict an absence of reward prediction errors in the goal directed system if the agent cannot perform actions, or is forced to take actions that are likely to result in no rewards?

The DopAct framework predicts that such manipulation will result in prolong prediction errors, and this has been added in section "Experimental predictions".

> 6\) Related to this point the author states: \"in the DopAct framework the expectation of reward only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it.\" This statement is odd in light that the valuation system, which is part of the DopAct framework, is proposed to compute reward expectancies on the bases of antecedent stimuli without the mediation of action plans. Should this sentence read instead \"in the goal-directed system the expectation of reward only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it.\"? This would be consistent with the idea that, while action plans may be a fundamental component of generating reward expectations, animals can also acquire such expectancies through stimulus-stimulus (or state-state) learning. It would also allow DopAct to account for recent evidence in the sensory preconditioning paradigm indicating that associations between neutral stimuli are promoted by DA stimulation without the mediation of any action plan. These findings could not be accommodated by DopAct if the sentence "...but in the DopAct framework the expectation of reward only arises from formulating a plan to achieve it." was true.

Phrase "in the goal-directed system" has been added to the sentence quoted above.

> 7\) Given that the model is fully Bayesian, agents not only have access to their beliefs about actions and rewards but also their uncertainty in these beliefs. Does the model make any interesting predictions for signals that reflect the reduction of uncertainty about actions and rewards?

A paragraph describing such prediction has been added to section "Relationship to experimental data".

> Is there also an effect for the reduction of state uncertainty? The latter point would be particularly interesting with respect to recent reports about dopaminergic signals for state identity that are orthogonal to reward (e.g. Takahashi et., 2017). If not, which changes to the model architecture would be necessary to account for such signals?

A summary of this study and the description of an extension of the model that could capture these observations has been added to section "Directions for future work".
